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Introduction 
The  recent  change  in the  Community's  energy supply conditions has been of an 
order which  requires the objectives of energy policy to be  adapted. 
The  experience of the latter part of 1973  and its subsequent  repercussions must 
be an incentive to the  Community  to reduce its dependence for energy  on the 
rest  of the world to the utmost  extent possible.  Vigorous  action must  be taken 
in order_both to guarantee greater security of supply and to prevent violent' 
changes  in the prices of energy materials,  which  always  prejudice the 
effectiveness of  investments undertaken and call in question the wisdom  of the 
path economic  development has  followed. 
The  objective of developing more  secure  energy resources  obviously raises the 
problem of the relative prices  of the various primary energy sources.  While 
action taken by the authorities can to a  certain extent  improve  the supply 
situation  without  an adequate  prices policy,  the benefits of such actions  can 
be  put at risk. 
In this field as  in others,  a  number  of factors  must  be taken into consideration. 
First, the energy sources  which  are to be promoted must  be  available at the 
lowest possible price,  as  an  incentive to potential users.  Secondly,  the 
· producers have  no  interest in making the  investments necessary for the future 
development  of production if the profitability is too  low. 
Lastly,  special attention should be  given to the role consumers  themselves  can 
plalf.  While the  increased costs of energy ~  brake demand  somew~at in the short 
term,  this may  well be  less so  in the  long term.  It is therefore essential that the 
consumers  be  confronted with their collective responsibility to use more 
effectively energy resources,  from  now  on rarer and costlier than before. 
But  the substantial  increases  in the price of  imported oil do  not only raise issues 
in the field of energy policy; they raise also questions regarding the adaptation 
of  economic structures. 
In the  immediate  future,  the  deterioration in the balance of payments  is 
preoccupying.  The  trade deficit to support,  if there are to be the  same  quantities 
of oil available as before,  willresu!t  ~  ~n increase 
in the  external debt  of the  Community as  an immediate  consequence. -2-
In the longer term,  the factors  of production will have  to be  redeployed 
to meet,  internally,  the  increased costs of energy,  and,  externally,  the need 
to  increase  income  from  exports.  The  importance of these adjustments  appears 
quite different for  each member  state.  The  differences  in their initial 
situations and in their medium  term prospects are  of striking importance. 
They  relate  essentially to the balance of payments  ~ituation.before the 
energy crisis, to the  importance  of crude oil  imports  relative to total GNP, 
and to the availability of alternative energy resources in the near  future~ 
"'  at  a  competitive price. 
Thus,  in certain member  countries,  the  gap to fill to arrive at  a  balance of pay-
ments  in equilibrium is much  more  important  than in others.  And  in other cases, 
the very limited availability of indigenous·traditional energy resources 
constrains  any  reduction in the  ne~ future  of the  degree  of dependence for 
energy,  and requires  a  special effort of investment  to promote  the  development 
of nuclear energy. 
These disparities are both valuable and hazardous  for the Community. 
Valuable,  because satisfactory cooperation among  the member  countries 
would make  for a  fairer sharing of sacrifices over a  period of time 
to the benefit of the more  exposed countries.  Hazardous,  because there 
is a  danger that a  difference in situations and prospects may  lead to 
divergence in the policies and priorities of the  individual member 
countries,  the consequence  of which  would be to wipe  out  the potential 
advantages  of the  common  market.  To  mitigate this risk,  a  Community 
energy strategy must  be  launched as sqon as possible. 
This strategy must  comprehend  the double objective of a  unified market 
and  security of supply between which there exists a  close association: 
it is only if the union between the Member  States  a  union which 
reflects the principles of sharing the burden and that of the free 
circulation of goods  - can function without  hindrance in normal  situations 
that it can have  it's full  significance when  supply difficulties arise. -3-
Events require the Community  to adopt a  real strategy for  energy 
supplies.,  The  Commission  has set out it's concept  of the totality of 
such a  policy in it's documents  on the "Guidelines and Priority 
Actions for a  Common  Energy  Polio~'* - which  is based upon  a  threefold 
approach:  relations with other'consumer contries  r~lation with producing 
countries and the organization of the market. 
Regarding the first two  of these themes,  the Commission refers to 
its previous communicationsto the Council1  and stresses the fact that 
the policies suggested therein are entirely compatible with the new 
strategy here set  out.  Defining a  Community  policy for  energy  suppl~es 
means  that  stable anu balanced relations must  be established both with 
the  consumer  coun~ries and  with the energy-producing countries;  though 
in itself the  defining policy will  give more  substance to future 
cooperation with both categories of country. 
Consistent  with the objectives of the new  Community  energy policy,  i;he 
Commission  considers that R &  D is one  of. the important measures to · 
implement  them. 
Based on preparatory2  work already underway,  the Commission  will.~bmit 
to the Council,  in the very near future,  a  document  setting out  guide-
lines. for research priorities,  and underlining the importance of the 
financial measures,  public  and private, required for their implementation. 
*(doc.SEC(73)  1481  final) 
1 
2 
cf.  Docs.  COM(73)  1320  and COM(74)90. 
In particular, based on  the Council's resolution of the 
14 January 1974 concerning a  European Community  programme  in the 
area of science and technology (J.O.  No  C 7/6),  the outline of 
an  energy research programme  presented by the Commission within 
that context,  and  an interim report  prepared by a  Sub-group  of  CERD -4-
CHAPTER  I.  A strategy which  takes account  of the new  situation in the  energy market. 
In its col!:!llUD.ication  to the Council on "Energy Policy:  Problems and Resources 
1975-1985"1,  the Commission  pointed out that,  in the face of the uncertainties 
affecting the supply conditions for oil,  two  main hypotheses should be  examined 
first,  that of a  stable market with some  surplus available,  and,  secondly,  that 
.  ' 
of a  market where  supply tightens,  causing prices to rise considerably~ .  .  >  . 
The  Commission analysed the consequences of the  second hypothesis and stated.that 
"such an escalation in prices could profoundly modify the sti'Ilcture of  energy· demand 
in the Community  if it reached the stage of changing the ratio between the price  .  .  2 
of oil and the costs of competing forms  of energy"  : 
· (i)  it would slow down  the increase in the demand  for oil; 
(ii)  open up greater prospects for nuclear energy; 
(iii) lead to a  p9tential increase in the supply of natural gas; 
{iv)  produce a  more  competitive Community  coal  industry,  and give rise to the 
development  of a  greater potential market  for imported coal. 
From  now  on,  this view of the future must  be the basis of a  Community  ener{!;f  policy. 
It might have  seemed highly unlikely in 1972  but with the  sharp rise in the price 
of oil, it now  seems  to have  become  the correct hypotnesis.  Even  more  than in the 
·past,  ~tress should be laid on the need for security,  by seeking to create a  structure 
in which no  one  decision centre can have  such an impodanc·e for supply that it can 
compromise  the overall stability of deliveries,  in quantity or in price. 
·To  meet  this heightened necessity,  it is essential that the Community  adopt a  clearly-
. defiii.ed policy.  If it failed to do  so,  it would lay itself open to the harmfi.tl 
economic  consequences referred to in the introduction; .and  it would risk seeing its 
energy supplies placed at the mercy of fluctuations  ove~ which it would have no  control. 
This chapter examines  successively: 
(i)  the long term objectives the Community  should adopt: 
lfu~. COU(72)  1201 
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(ii) the more  immediate  oU.tlook,  and the .resu.l  ting constraints on  the long 
term strategy. 
Subsequent  chapters will draw  the main  policy conclusions for each  energy source. 
A final chapter examines the w~s and means  of implementing policies to achieve 
the objectives proposed. 
The  strategy set out here is confined to the problems of energy supplies,  bu.t 
meshes with a.  range of community policies which impinge  on' this sector,  such a.s 
.those for the environment,  scientific and technical research,  transport, 
.  .  .  and  coooeration 1r1.i th. develouinR"  cmmtries. 
industrial and social policy  J  The  problems arising in these areas are not referred 
to here  (see the communications which the Commission has already presented1  or will 
shortly present to the Council).  The  Commission points out however  that the 
adoption of a.  new  Community  energy strategy would give a.  fresh impetus  to the 
energy aspects of these policies. 
A.  The  longo:term objectives 
A reasonable aim for the end of the century would seem  to be a.n  energy supply 
structure relying mainly on  two  components: 
1)  Compared  with other energy sources,  nuclear energy is olea.rly the best solution 
for the large-scale production of heat either for electricity generation or for 
industrial uses2•  This is because of its ready availability, adaptability,·and 
ease of transport and storage,  and the fact that it safeguards the environment. 
For these reasons - bearing in mind  the small relative part played by fUel  costs 
in the total costs - nuclear energy can potentially offer a.  high degree of 
security of supply,  even if the Community  itself only has limited resources of  · 
uranium ore.  More  than for most  of the other energy sources,  a  policy ,of  diver-
sifying sources of supply,  and establishing stable relationships with the 
producers,  could rapidly reinforce that security. 
Of  course,  the  development  of nuclear energy will have its difficulties, but 
none  seem  insurmountable,  provided that the necessary action is taken quickly 
1Prelimina.ry report on  the problems  ofpollution linked to the production ofenergy 
roc. sEC(74)  1150  final) 
2rt is only the production of electricity which  is of major  importance at present, 
but in the long term the potential nuclear .energy market  could cover a  wide 
. industrial field:  production of synthesis gas,  generation 'of  steam,  etc. -6-
enough  and pursued resolutely  (technology,  environment,  sites,  waste products, 
financial  capacity for investment,  industrial capacity,  the  training of qualified 
manpower). 
At least 50%  of total energy requirements around the year 2000  could be  covered·f~om 
· this source.  Apart  from  industrial uses and electricity production,  nuclear energy, 
could have  an additional advantage,  that of making it possible to incrE)aSe  hydrogen 
production,  which  comes  under the  second heading  • 
. 2)  The  gas  obtained from  a  variety of primary sources {natural gas. produced in the. 
Community  or imported from  non-member  countries,  oil or solid fuels transformed into 
synthesis gas)  could cover nearly 30% of energy consumption,  mainly for heating 
buildings and for industrial processes with particularly demanding conditions  (high-
temperature processes,  metal  processing,  synthesis).  Over  and above  its inherent 
advantages as regards pollution and the rationed use of energy,  gas also offers· in the 
long term the advantage of an additional outlet for nuclear energy:  the infrastructure 
for transporting gas could gradually be  used for distributing hydrogen or systhesis 
gas produced by means  of heat of nuclear origin. 
In thirty years time,  therefore,  if the Community  concentrated on  crea~ing an energy 
econo~ based on nuclear power  and gas,  it would only be left with a'very limited 
dependence  on  coal and oil.  Taking account of the use to some  extent  of .coal and 
oil products for gas production,  but also of the fact that non-conventional  energies 
(particularly solar and geothermal  energy)  could.begin to play a  small role by  that 
time,  coal  and oil used according to the nclassical11  techniques  mccy  by then be meeting 
only a  quarter of total needs. 
The  achievement  of these long-term aims,  set out in orders of magnitude,  depends  on 
a ·whole  set of conditions,  the most  important of l'lhich are as follows: 
(i)  the necessary action must  be  taken immediately.  In· particular, the energy 
research and development programme  need to be intensified  '  '· -7-
and speeded up  so that the technological problems still to b::  overcome  may  be 
solved in good time 
(ii) action in pursuit of these objectives must  be compatible with solving the 
serious short and medium-term  problems which arise,  notably those of security 
of supply.  Such action must  be sufficiently flexible to adapt to circumstances 
which may  well change  in the future • 
.  ~inally these  objectives  can  only be  realised if, at a  stage  when 
~ec~s~ons a:e  mo:e  advanced,  account  is taken of the  consequences  their 
~~plementat~on m~ght have  on  the  natural environment  and the quality of 
l~fe  (~amag~n~ the natural  environment  because  of pollution and  because 
of  a~ ~ncreas~n~ scarcity of natural resources,  a  reduction in the quality 
of  l~fe by the  ~ncreased intensity of land use etc.,). 
B.  The  objectives for 1985 
I.  New  hypotheses  ~d constraints 
In drawing up  a  new  energy supply strategy for the next ten years,  it is 
necessary to  examine  the validity and continuing reliability of those basic 
hypotheses which have hitherto been considered the most  likely. 
Four main factors require consideration: 
a)  The  rate of  economic  growth,  insofar as it affects energy demand. 
The  present predictions of economic  growth  justify the adoption of a  hypothesis 
for the growth of GNP  of less than the average annual rate of  'irr>'J+,  "·f\'.  nr~,..;_o,,.,,_,. 
accepted for the period 1970-1985.  Nonetheless,  the relatively high rate of 
4·5%  has been assumed to  ensure that the  energy requirements are not underestimated 
b)  Interchanze in demand  for  energy 
The  new  price relativities between the various  energy sources will bring about 
changes in the demand  for most  of them. 
However,  account  must  be taken of a  series of constraints characteristic  of 
energy consumption,  namely that certain consumer  sectors cannot  change  from 
one source of  energy to another,  or can only do  so  ~J gradual  steps,  for technical 
reasons as well as economic  ones. 
In practice,  as an example,  sectors such as the iron and steel industry and 
motor  transport offer little flexibility in demand,  even  in the medium  term, 
whereas  the production of electricity can be based on a  number  of different fuels, 
and the capacity to adapt is therefore greater. -8-
Thus  the room  for manoeuvre  when  drawing up a  strategy for  energy supply is 
limited by  these demand  factors. 
c)· Rigidities in supply 
Some  sources of energy will have to be used whatever the circumstances,  either 
because they are "bY""'Products"  of certain production processes  (e.g.  coke-o•1en 
gas or refinery gas)  or because the investment to be authorized must  be based 
on lollg'-term prospects of profitability (e.g. North Sea oil; natural gas·,  possible 
new  coal mines).  Other sources have greater flexibility and make  it possible 
to take measures  e.g. to achieve greater security of supply. 
d)  Investment 
It is clear that despite the recent considerable inor.ease  in oil prices,  the 
.future development of prices of substitute sources  of.energy is still very 
uncertain.  They  could compromise  future  investments which,  while fulfilling the 
.needs of a  reinforced security of supply,  could become  less profitable owing 
to economic  fluctuations. 
The  strategy to be developed must  set out  to increase the flexibility of demand, 
and try to develop i;hose  sources of supply having the most  flexibility;  however, 
this double appraoch will only be implemented over a  more  or less  extended 
time-scale.  As  far as it is technically and  economically possible, use must  be 
made  of forms  of energy with a  high degree of security of supply,  where  there 
exists a  demand  which  can absorb them  (either immediately or gradually by  means 
of certain structural adaptations).  The  balance to be.covered from  more  uncertain 
sources should correspond as far as possible with the most  flexible part of the · 
demand. 
The  plan should include quantified targets which  would constitute a  framework 
of action like that which  the Commission had alrea~ put  ~orward in 1968*. 
*  Preliminary guidelines for a  Community  energy policy.  Doc.  COM(68)  1040. 
In its 88th meeting on  13.11.691  the  Council  approved the basic principles of 
this communication and  particula~ly the appropriatness of developing medium-
term estima-tes and guidelines for various  energy sources  (of. R/2206/69 
(ENER  13) -9-
2)  Structure of the energy balance-sheet in 1935 
In view of these restrictions, it appears  reasonable for the Community 
to set the following targets for the next  few  years 
- on  the demand  side 
(a) .the  implementation of a  deliberate policy to obtain a  more ·efficient 
use of energy,  reinforced by the effects of the price rises,  should 
make  it possible to reduce by one  percentage point the average rate of 
annual  increase  in requirements between 1973  and  1985  * 1  without  in 
any way  reducing the economic  and social product  obtained by means  of 
the energy consumed.  Total  internal  energy consumption would  then be 
approximately lo%  lower than the figure originally envisaged.  (**) 
(b)  as  soon as it can be done  without  increasing d~pendence on  oil 1electri- ,  . 
city consumption  must  be encouraged  1  so: as to  e~s~e that  35%  of total 
energy is consumed  in this form,  compared to the present figure  of 
25%.  This will establish the largest possible market  for nucle.ar energy. 
This expansion must,  however,  be  gradual and compatible with the ob-
jective of stabilising and then reducing the  consumption of_petroleum 
products in power  stations. 
,- on the  supply side 
· (c) nuclear facilities would be increased and  could cover half the production 
of electricity from the  middle  of the next decade. The  objective to be 
laid down  should also take  into account the possible extension of nuclear 
power  to the production of industrial heat. It would  appear possible, 
subject to certain prerequisite conditions, to have  a total available 
capacity of more  than  200  GW. 
(d)  solid fuel  consumption must  increase,  making use  of both domestic pro-
duction,  which will have to be  stabilized at least at the present level, 
and the maximum  amount  of coal which  it will be possible to import  on 
satisfactory terms with regard to price and security of supply. 
(*)  The  estimates  for 1970/1985 1  drawn  up  for the Community  0f Nine  at 
!;he  beginnint!] of 197 3,  were  based on  an  average .  annual  incree..se  of 
total needs  (=internal  consumption  + e>..--ports  +bunkers)  of 4.6%  bet'l':een 
1970  and  1985.  In view  of the slackening-off in recent years,  an  average 
annual rate of  ~  must  be  obtained to achieve the  consumption figure 
initially estimated for 1985  on  the basis of 1973.  The  objective  corresponds 
to an average  rate  of  3.8~ for the period 1973/1985 
(**)  On  the assumpiion that  e>..'"Ports  and ounkers are irreducible. - 10-
(e) the high potential demand  for natural  gas  must  be met  by an  increased 
supply, both from within the  Community  and  from outside,  provided that 
the necessary economic  conditions  are_  fulfilled. 
(f) as the Commission  pointed out  in 1972  :  "oil consumption would be con-
centrated mainly on  specific uses,  i.e., for motor fuel  and for  certain~ 
applications as  a  raw material.  Comscumption  of liquid fuels would be 
limited roughly to the amo\Ult  inevitably produced as  a  by-product·, of 
refining the oil used for such specific purposed" *. Strengthened by the 
more  efficient use of the  energy available  (cf.  (a)), this trend to sub--
stitution would  gradually halt the  increase  in .crude oil  requirements~ and  .  .  .  '  .  .  ' 
it is possible to aim at an objective of hoiding these requirements,  by 
the middle 1980's,  at  a  level barely higher than that of 1973,  a~er a 
slackening growth rate continuing Wltil around 1978/80. By  this time, 
the arrival of new  sources  (North  Sea) will tend to reduce significantly 
the share of the present  suppliers  in the overall supply_of the  Community~ 
The  following table compares  these objectives with,  on the one  hand,  the 
actual distribution of consumption amongst  the various  energy sources'  and, 
on the other hand,  with the forecasts  made  in 1972. 
Solid fuels 
Oil 
Natural  gas 
Hydroelectric powe 
and others 
Nuclear  energy 
Total primary energy needs  in· 1985 **  - Community 
1973  1985  1985 
(estimates)  (initial fore- (objectives) 
casts *** 
Mill.toe  %  l<lill .toe  %  Mill.toe 
227  22.6  175  10  '250 
617  61.4  1160  64  655 
117  11.6  265  15  375 
30  3.0  40  2  35 
14  1.4  160  9  260 
% 
16 
41 
24 
2 
17 
1005  160  1800  100  1575  ;100. 
(*) Doc.  COM(72)  1201,  P•  25 
(**)  Internal  comsumption  + exports + bWlkers 
(***)  Source  :  "Prospects of primary energy demand  in the  CommWlity 
(1975-1980-1985)  (Doc.  SEC(72)  3283  final),  and an  additional 
estimate  made  in January 1973  for  the  new  I;Iember  States 
(Doc.  SEC(73)  128). 
: - 10 a  -
.A  Summary  of the objectives of an Energy  Supply Policy 
for the Community  in 1985 
I  Energy  demand 
1)  To  reduce  estimated consumption in 1985  by 10%  in relation to the amount  initially 
estimated for 1985)  by the more  efficient use of energy. 
2)  In step with the development  of nuclear energy,  to increase the consumption 
of electricity, which  should in 1985  represent  35%  of energy consumption 25% 
. in 1972). 
II  Energy  supply 
1)  To  limit to 40%  (63%  in 1973)  in 1985  the degree of Community  dependence  for 
energy on  outside sources  • 
. 2)  Qll. 
To  limit to'40% (6o%  in 1973)  the share of oil in the overall  energy supply. 
To  limit to 75%  (98%  in 1973)  the degree of dependence  on  outside sources for 
oil supplies. 
This implies production of 180  mtoe  in the Community. 
To  shift the  emphasis  of demand  as a  result,  in particular by reducing consumption 
of heavy fuel oil in power  stations. 
3)  Solid fuels 
for  coal  180  mtoe  or  2~mtoe 
To  maintain the absolute level of current production (fr m  al::  1 I  205  mt  e in43 
te-al~~5) increase  imports  (35  mtoe  in 1985),  to maintain the share of 
solid fuel  in the overall  energy supply at more  than 15%  (about  23%  in 1973). 
To  shift demand  in power  stations as often as possible towards coal, .and,  at 
the least,  wherever nuclear  energy cannot be used (i.e. replacing oil products 
and natural gas). 
4)  Natural  gas 
To  make  extensive use of this source of energy,  the share of which  in the overall 
supply should increase from about  2%  in 1973  to 25%  in 1985. 
This will entail: 
(i)  at least doubling Community  production  (115  mtoe  in 1973); 
{{i)  for the most  part, using  irr~orts from  a  diversity of origins. 
In respect  of demand,  the use of natural gas  in thermal  power  stations - and 
perhaps in certain industries - should be  discouraged. 
5)  Nuclear  energy 
To  ensure coverage of 50%  qf electricity needs in 1985  by nuclear  energy~ 
This implies an installed capacity' of at least 200  ITVle  for electricity production 
(+  20GWe  for other uses). -11-
3)  Dependence  on  imported energy sources 
In view of its natural resources it is not  possible for the  Community  to talt;:e 
independence  in the  energy sector as a  medium-term  objective.  Given  the  change 
in market  conditions,  however,  it is obliged ·to accept the taSk of increasing the 
security of its supplies.  The  objectives set out  above ·fall into this pattern, 
and would  make  it possible to reduce  the  share of  impo~ted energy in total 
consumption  from  60%  to 40%. 
1985  energy balance(1) 
Breakdown  by origin 
1973 
Estimates 
Production(2) 
Imports 
Mtoe 
370 
635 
1005 
% 
37 
63 
100 
1985  1.985 
Original projections  Objectives 
Mtoe  %  Mtoe  % 
640  36  915  58· 
1160  64  660(3)  42 
1800  100  1575  100 
.(1)Total  Community  requirements  (internal  comsumption +exports+ bunkering) 
(2)Including nuclear energy 
(3)Including the non-EEC  North Sea  (=  50  - 100  Mtoe,  or 3 - 6%  of the total) 
The  degree  of dependence  indicated by  the foregoing overall percentages must  be 
qualified,  hov;ever.  Firstly,  indigenous  production cannot  be  considered 
complet-ely  secure unless it combines  physical availability with price stability. 
This is the basis on  which its share in the supply of the various energy sources 
has been determined. 
...  ,  .. 
Furthermore,  all nuclear energy,  even  that generated from  imported fissile materials_, 
.  -
has been  included in indigenous  energy fulfilling the  foregoing criterion,  owing to 
its inherent characteristics, which were  discussed above. 
Secondly,  each of the potential sources  included in the 42%  of energy imported has 
a  different  degree  of security,  from  the quantity and  pric_e  angles.  It is therefore 
possible .to  attain a  higher level of overall security than is suggested merely by the 
distinction  betm~en  indigeno,~s and  impor·~ed energy. - ll  his  -
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The· strategy required must  therefore operate in several areas: 
promoting structural adjustments to  dema."ld  so as to reduce its rate of increase; 
promoting adjustments to demand,  as far as  is possible,  to match  a  new  supply 
structure,  in uhich energy sources with a  low security level take as  small  a 
share  as possible; 
promoting the development  of ne1-r  sources,  ie. ,  those most  reliable from  the 
quantitative and price angles; 
creating conditions which will serve to enhance the security of indispensable 
sources which carry-a higher degree of risk. 
In these  circumstances it seems not  impossible to set at  25% at most  (instead of 
50%,  as  in the  original projections) the proportion of high-risk energy sources 
in the total balance  for  1985. 
4)  Nature  and  scope  of the objectives 
It must  be  emphasised that the  foregoing figures have the status of objectives, 
not  of forecasts.  As  such,  their purpose  is to crystallise the nature and  scope of 
a  political  commitment  that the  Community  would  assume  with a  view to shaping its 
supply structure in a  particular 'tray.  This objective must,  however,  display 
adequate flexibility both in space  and time. 
In terms  of space:  clearly,  their attainment  in each of the Member  States.must be 
adjusted to  match  specific initial situation,  and the possibilities and constraints 
which exist.  Their pursuit at  Community  level requires  joint responsibility on  the 
part _of  the undertakings,  the Member  States and the  Community.  Depending upon  their 
ovm  circumstances,  and subject to their competence,  the-protagonists may  be  called 
on  to act at  a  different pace  or according to different procedures,  but their actions 
as  a  whole must  converge along the guidelines  agreed on at  Community  level. 
In terms  of time:  the  Commission  has  already emphasized that the need for  a 
framework  of action to  ensure  continuity in energy policy must  not  stand in the  way 
of its being adjusted to any  changes  in the factors  on  t~hich it is based  ( 1).  This 
will be  one  of the tasks of the Energy Committee  set up by _the  Council  Decision of 
30  January  1974,  namely,  to assist the  Commission  in the periodic reappraisal of 
objectives,  so that the latter t·rill  be  able,  '1-lhere  necessary,  to formulate 
proposals  designed to modify  those  objectiver.. 
( 1) "First GuidelinP.l"  for  R.  C':Q,."lrnuni t.:v  ienP.rp-y .Poli  c;T. (doc.  r.OM  ( 68) ,1040 
Chr>.nter  _',  :  FrA-mework  of Action - 13-
Moreover,  these objectives  cannot  be  isolate.d from  the  Community's  other policies 
as  ..  a  whole.  They  go  some  way t  for example'  to:wards  determining the substance of' 
actions that will be undertaken in such  fields as the environment,  external 
relations,  scientific and  technical research,  industrial policy,  etc. 
5)  Investment  and budgetc.r;v  costs * 
The  proposed strategy is characterized by  increased reliance on  Community 
production,  and  in particular accelerated expansion of the nuclear sector,  and 
it no  doubt  requires investments.  But  could the  Community  really spare itself 
this investment  otherwise than at the  cost of diverting even  greater resources 
into exports?  For,  in overall economic terms,  the  energy dilemma - "invest or 
import" - translates into "invest more  or export more",  owing to the need to 
keep the trade balance in equilibrium in the long term.  The  cost in both  cases 
is measured  in terms  of the possible slowdown  in real  consumption.  The  cost of 
the proposed policy must  therefore be  compared,  not with the status quo  ante 
oil crisis, but with the  costs that  could be  attributable to a  less voluntaristic 
evolution of energy supply,  in the new  conditions  on  the energy market. 
While  it is therefore appropriate to enquire what  would be the cost,  to the 
European  economy,  of investments  in the  energy sector (leaving out  induced 
investments  in the other sectors of industry) that  cost must  nevertheless be 
estimated as  a  differential cost relative to a  hypothetical  spontaneous trend. 
Lastly,  a  third problem arises with regard to the decision to invest,  for it does 
not  suffice if investments are macro-economically feasible:  the undertakings must 
also be  in a  position to invest. 
a)  How  investments  in  t~e energy sector will weigh  in the Euronean  economy 
The  attairunent  of the aforesaid objectives would,  in  L~vestment terms,  have 
the  follo'rring results: 
Cumulative  investments  in the energy sector as a  whole,  in the period 1975-85 
would  be  approximately 300  000  million 1973  dollars. 
A major proportion of this would  be  absorbed by electricity, with total 
expenditure of the  order of 150  - 180  000  million  1973  dollars,  including 
120  000  million dollars in the nuclear sector. 
*  The  Commission  proposes  to send a  more  detailed document  to  the  Council 
at  a  later date  on  investment  aspects  of the  strategy. - 14-
In the hydrocarbons  sector,  lvhere  the  figures  are subject to the greatest. 
uncertainty, it can  be  assumed  that  the  emphasis  placed on  Conununity  gas  a.nd  oil 
and  some  decline in investment  in refineries would  result in expenditure of the 
order of 110 000 million  1973  dollars.  Lastly, maintaining the  output of solid 
fuels  should account  for about  6  000 million dollars. 
Whereas  investments in the  energy sector accounted  for  some  1. 5%  of the 
Community  product  in the period  1965-70,  the  figure will probably be.  bet'1-1een  2 
and 2.5%  for the period 1975-85.  In very general  terms  the additional  investment 
would  be  betv1een  0.5 and  1%  of Community  product.  In itself .this additional 
•',  . 
investment  would  demand  no more  than relatively small  sacrifices'ofthe  Comrirunity 
~~  1  but  these would  be additional to those which will be necessary in 
any event  in order to increase  exports. 
The  position will differ between J.iember  States,  however,  O\-Ting  to both the structure 
of their energy supplies and  to their economic situations.  The  need to maintain 
their equilibrium individually,  as part of an  overall equilibrium,  may.in  certaL~ 
cases lead to structural  changes which may  warrant  a  call for some  form  of 
Community  solidarity. 
b)  The  cost  of the nroposed nolicl 
Community 
· In the absence  of any/strategy,  the higher oil prices now  ruling ,would  result 
in slo1v-er  grot-nh  in the  consumption of oil and  energy than was  forecast before 
the  crisis, but  that grouth would  be higher than is implied by the proposed 
policy.  It is against the yardstick  of this  e.zs·:.med  market !'"'F".ction  that the 
· additional  cost  required to attain the  objectives must. be assessed.· 
As  a  first approximation,  and  on  condition that ·a significant fall  in· 
the price  of imported oil does  not  come  about,  the proposed strategy 
is estimated to.  result in a  net extra investment effort of  a~round 
10.000  million dollars during the period 1975/85,  but  from  the balance  of 
payments  point  of view,  the  strategy represents a  net  economy  of around 
50.000  million dollars during the  same  period.  In both cases  these are 
Cl'.mulati  ve  figures for the period in 1973  dollars. 
In total terms,  it is apparent  thcd  the additional  investment made  necessary by · 
the new  strategy is out  of all proportion to the additional  exports 1-1hich  the 
European  economy  tvould  othenlise have  to make  in order to offset hydrocarbons 
imports.  ~-rthennore, the  additional  investment  in itself is not  a  prohibitive 
obstable;  for the  emph<>.sis  on  the nuclear sector affects only pmver  stations 
(investment  in transmission 2..nd  distribution being approximately  th~ sa.J;Je  v1hatcver · 
form  of production  :i.s  used)  a11d  pcrmi  ts  J.o;·;er  inYestmerit  in refining. - 15-
In fact,  on  a  macro-economic level,  the new  strategy will facilitate security of 
supplies and,  far from  increasing the  cost  of supplies, will make  them  p·rogressively 
cheaper.  To  be sure,  a  large drop in the price of imported energy  could alter 
the situation, but  can  one  reasonably expect  a  reduction in the  cost of imported 
energy if no. competitive alternative  (i.e.  Community  ene~gy) is offered? 
c)  The  decision to invest 
If it is recognized that the new  strategy is possible  and desirable on  the 
macro-economic level,  every effort should be made  to implement  it;  Entrepreneurs· 
n~mber of  notablv  · 
may  hesitate in the face  of  aj obstacles 7 the' amount  of investments entailed 
and the time-scale of the operation,  on  the one  hand,  and uncertainty about  future 
energy prices,  on  the other.  These  tt-<o  factors play a  decisive part in calculating 
the profitability of investments  and hence  in taking the decision·to invest. 
If the Conmnmity  is to clear the way  towards  implementing its policy it must  state 
its position unequivocally as regards prices and  indirect taxation in this field. 
Thus  one  of the  cornerstones to be  erected appears to be  a  prices policy which 
offers conditions forthe adequate long-term profitability  of  investments l-rhich 
.are designed to·attain the objectives set.  Such  a  policy would  have  to provide, 
where necessary,  for incentives to speed up  investments which would not otherwise 
be  ~ade, or for measures  of a  fiscal nature to ensure,  among  other things,  that 
~nergy sources with a  low initial cost do  not receive an undue  financial benefit. 
In addition,  the size of the  investments in question Nill neces.sarily 
lead firms  to call on  the international  capital market,  and it is thus 
important that the  Community  should facilitate their obtaining such  finance. 
d)  Budgetary imnlications 
The  strategy proposed  entail:~ no  additional budgetary expenditure,  except  in 
. so far as  the Member  States or the  Community  might  have to take steps to ·curb or 
.stimulate certain spontaneous trends.  Some  measures  of this kind are  envisaged  jn 
the  follolv.ing  chapter,  but  it is not yet possible to estimate their cost or  t~ 
indicate with  any  precision their'scopc and detailed characteristics. 
In an attempt  to arrive at  some  idea of the  order of magnitude  one  could consider, · 
for  example,  the  amount  of resources that would  accrue  from  a  moderate 
levy on  energy consumption  and  compare  this amount  l-li th the sums 
already allocated to actions  in the  energ'J  sr::ctor by the  Community  c>.nd  the r.!ember 
States and  with recent  Commission  proposals. ·., 
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By  Hay  of an  example,  a  charge of 0.01  u.a.  per barrel of oil equivalent on  all· 
energy consumed  in the  Community  in 1973  would  have  yielded a  total of 70  m u.a. 
The  following sums  can  be  taken as  the basis for a  comparision with these figures: 
Provision has  been made  for an  annual budget  of 25  m u.a.  in support  of· 
Community  projects in the  hydr0~arbons sector(*) in the financial years: 
1974-76. 
The  total amount  of direct  and  indirect aid granted in 1973  by the 1-iember  .· 
States pursuant to Commission  Decisions Nos  3/71  and 73/287  was  of.the order 
of 1.5  thousand million u.a. 
As  regards  revenue,  the new  situation concerning prices will increase the amount  of 
revenue  accruing to the Member  States as a  result of indirect ad valorem  charges. 
In addition,  the amount  of expenditure  incurred in supporting the  coal  industry 1-rill 
diminish to some  extent. 
Thus,  it ;.rould  be  possible to keep the budgetary expenditure entailed in. adopting 
t~e strategy proposed to a  reasonable level.  As  for  ~vestm~nts, guarantees of 
market  stability are an  important  factor governing the  choice to be made.  They 
must  be  given  in order to encourage  long-term budget  commitments.  The \)revision· 
i 
for periodic revision of the objectives would,  ho1rever,  make  i"j;  possible,.· where 
necessary,. to avoid expenditure for Hhich  there is no  further use. 
* 
*  * 
In order to attain these  objectives as fully as possible by  1985,  a  real supply 
policy l·Till ,have  to be  implemented  for each  source  of energy by means  of appropriate 
incentives or curbs  in the administrative and  financial fields, at  Commltnity  level 
and  in the.Hember States. 
The  following chapters trace the broad lines of this policy. 
(*)  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3056/73  of the  Council  of 9  November  1973  - OJ  1312, 
13  November  1973,  p.1. - 17-
CHAPTER  II  ELECTRICITY  MID  NUCLEAR  &!ERGY 
In the new  breakdown  of the total  demand  for  energy amone  the different 
energy  sources,  efforts should be  made  to assign the largest possible  share 
to electricity for reasons  of price and  security of  supply. 
The  cost  of fuel  for  conventional  poHer  stations represents approximately 
one-third of the final  cost  of electricity to the  consumer.  With the 
growth  of the  share  of nuclear energy,  for which the fuel  cost is still 
lm-Jer,  the. effect of the  cost  of fossil fuels  on  the price  of electricity 
will decrease. 
Electricity is also a  reliable form  of  energy as it can be  produced  from 
a  wide variety of sources. 
A.  Demand  for electricitY: 
Over the last ten years,  the average annual  rate of increase in demand 
for electricity has been [.2% in the nine  Community  countries,  which 
represents  a  doubling of demand  every ten years. 
The  economic  advantages  of electricity and the security of supply Hhich 
it affords  should result in wider use being made  of it more  quickly, 
especially in heating and  transport. 
This  increase in demand  must  not,  hovmver,  upset  the  overall  energy 
balance by  increasing dependence  on  petroleQm products;  it must,  there-
fore,  be  geared to the  contribution of nuclear energy to overall electricity 
production. 
It is difficult at present to  contemplate  a  higher rate of increase  than 
that  of the  past  fm-J  years.  Only  from  1980  0m;ards Hill the full effects 
of the  substitution of electricity for  petroleum products be felt.  The 
annual  rate of increase  in the  production of electricity could  then be 
8%  and  reach  9%  during the period  1985-90.  'l'he  share  of electricity in 
total  primary  energy  consumption \·Iould  then be  35%  in  1985  instead of 
25%  as at  present. 
Boosting the use  of electrical  energy  in this v1ay  depends  largely on 
rational use  of the available  pm·rer  stations;·. v1hich ·\,,ill  call for a  better 
return on  the  capital  invested.  Constancy  of demand.  during the day,  the 
Heek  am'.  the year 1·Iill  be  of  primary  importance if nuclear poucr stations 
are  to 1Je  operated economically.  Appropria.te  pricing measures  should,  there-
fore,  bo  taken to  encourage  consu:nption  outside· peat periods. ·•,•. 
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To  provide  producers with the necessary income  to finance  nuclear power 
stations,  tariff readjustments reflecting the real  costs of production, 
transport  and distribution should be decided without delay, 
E.  Electricity; nroduction 
Electricity generation for conventional.energy sources will  remain 
important until the  end  of the next  decade, 
·1.  Apart  from  pumped  storage,  hydroelectric production will  only increase 
slightly,  since there are  now  practically no  more  sites in the Community 
countries with a  head  of water which  could be  economically exploited solely 
for the  production of electricity. 
2.  :Brown  coal  will continue  to enjoy mainly regional  importance.  It can be 
extracted at a  reasonable  cost  from  the deposits currently being worked  in 
West  Germany~  Once  nuclear energy  can meet  the  increased demand  for 
electricity,  it ,\-Till  be  preferable to  endeavour to make  more  profitable 
use  of part  of the brown  coal  extracted from  these  new  deposits than that 
afforded by its application as a  fuel  in thermal  power  stations 
(e.g.  gasification). 
3.  ·The  production of electricity from  manufactured  gas  and  other by-products 
or \-laste  will  expand at approximately the  same  rate as the industry pro-
ducing these fuels. 
4.  In vie\'1  of the limited quanti  ties of natural  gas  in the  kno\-m  deposits  of 
the  Community,  this fuel  should as a  general rule be  reserved for more 
economic uses than fuelling power  stations.  It should be  available for 
electricity generation only  on  condition that supplies are interruptible, 
and  only when  more  profitable use  is temporarily impossible,  or the use  of 
gas is essential for  economic,  technical  or environmental  reasons, 
5.  For  pm-1er  stations burning petroleum products,  the  long-terrr.  aim must  be 
to restrict their consuvlption entirely to heavy  residues  from  refineries, 
which  cannot  be used for  other purposes,  To  achieve  this aim,  permission 
to build new  oil-fired base-load  plants must  henceforth be refused unless 
·exceptional  Teason.s  exist. - 19-
Low-output  pm-1er  stations designed for the  production of energy 
to cover demand  peaks 
Use  of fuel  oil to ensure  the  ignition of,other products 
- Use  of a  residue which  cannot be  put to a  better use 
- Impossibility of using other fuels for  economic  or technical reasons. 
Existing oil-fired power  stations and those under construction should as 
far as  possible be  gradually used as medium- and peak-load plants.  These 
measures  should ma..l<e  it possible to reduce  oil-based electricity production 
from  the present 30%  to less than 20%  in 1985 •. 
"6.  Coal  will have  to play an increasing stop-gap role  in electricity produ9tion 
because,  between now  and  1985,  the  produ~tion of coal-fired power  stations 
could be increased by 30  to  50%  , if corresponding quantities of coal are 
available.  Hov1ever,  the fact that  coal is now  reaching the threshold of 
competitivity with petroleum products·for etectricity generation is not  in 
itself enough,  in the  present  circumstances,  to influence the  supply of. 
coal.  If the  available quantities of steam coal  are to.be  substantially 
increased,  long-term contracts must  be  concluded between the  coal  producers. 
and  the electricity producers.  In a  situation marked  by  rapid and unfore-
seeable  changes in the prices of petroleum products,  the electricity pro-
ducers cannot  er.ter into such  commitments unless the authorities offer them 
adequate  guarantees. 
7.  · a)  Nuclear energy having now  become  economically  competitive  with all 
other sources of primary energy,  production of electricity in nuclear· 
power  stations must  be  increased as quickly as possible for  se~urity 
reasons.  In the long term - by  the year  2COO  - nuclear energy will 
become  the privileged source  of energy by reason,  firstly,  of the use 
of breeder reactors,  and,  secondly,  of fusion devices.  It wiil be able 
to satisfy a  large proportion of our energy needs:  electricity genera-
tion,  process heat,  gasification of coal  and brown  coal,  production of 
synthetis gas  a.11d  h;ydrogen,  and  the propulsion of ships. 
Between  1985  and  the  end  of the  cent~ry,  the  importance  of these applica-
tions will nonetheless  remain relatively limited •.  In the  short and 
medium  ~erm,  the  fundamental  role of nuclear energy t-Till  be  to provide 
an alternative form  of energy for producing electricity,  Its sphere 
will  encompass all electricity production Hhich: 
- cc..nnot  be  obtained from  "inevitable" or privileged fuels (industrial 
gases,  hydro-electric  energy,  geot~ermal sources  of pm1er,  bro'.-m  coal), 
and 
- requires a  high load factor. ··'· 
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The  aim  is to ensure that by  the mid-198Gs,  50%  of electricity 
production is nuclear-based. 
This figure represents an installed capacity of at least  200  ffile  in 
1985,  to which  could be added the  production of process  steam,  \vhich  in 
1985  could be  equivalent to an annual  oil consumption  of about  25  million 
metric tons. 
b)  In order to attain this nuclear  productio~ objective three main  probleins 
must  be  solved: 
i  - that of the capacity of the  Community  industries to build the  ' 
required power  stations in the time required.  One  advantage is 
that it takes less  .. 'time to develop this capacity than to construct 
the  power  stations; 
ii  that of ensuring that the development  of nuclear energy does not 
harm either  public health or the  environment.  With this aim· 
the  Commission  has already sent -the  Council  of Ministers  in 
February  1974 ·a document  on  the  promotion  of the use  of nuclear 
energy(  l<·:  which lists,  with a  precise timetable,  .. all. ,the: measures 
which the Commission  intends to take  or pursue  in this field, 
including the. follO\ving: 
•  the  fo~~ard analysis of the  potential radiological  implications 
of nuclear construction programmes  over a  period of 25  years, 
together with the adaptation of basic standards of health pro-
tection to the  advance  of knm·lledge  in this field; 
•  the transport  of radioactive materials; 
•  the recording and  storage of radioactive 1-1astes; 
the  safety of nuclear installations; 
iii  that of the  supply of nuclear fuels to poHer  plants  which is 
due  to,  on  the  one  hand,  the  smal'l  amount  of the  Community's  own 
resources  of natural uranium,  and,  on  the  other hand,  the 
Community's  position as  a  net importer of enrichment services at 
least until the middle  of the  next  decade. 
For natural  uranium,  it is necessary to have  sufficient and  secure 
resources.  For this purpose, it \vill  be useful  to study what  support  the 
Community  could give  to industry,  the ability of that industry to make  the 
supply available,  and  the  contract policy the users must  eventually  follo~-1. 
Security of supply requires that stable, balanced.relations should be 
established with the  producing countries and that  a  stock policy  ~hould be 
defined.  These  questions are in the process  of being examined \ii  th the 
Consultative  Committee  of the Euratom Supply·Agency.  Pr9posals for action 
will be  submitted to  the  Council  at  a  later date.·  ·  · 
For enriched uranium,  the  Commission  has  already submitted to the. 
Council  a  proposal  about  the  creation of European uranium enrichment· 
capacities  ( **)  which it is necessary for the  Council  to deal· vii th without 
delay. 
(*)  Doc.  COM(74)  10 
(**)  Doc.  COM(73)  4065  Final - 21  -
c)  It is moreover,  in the Corrununity's  interest to encourage  the 
development  of new  reactor types to contribute to security of 
supply,  both by the  development  of the breeder reactor and  by 
preparing the way  for more  rational utilization of nuclear energy 
as a  source of heat  by the use  of high-temperature reactors,  and 
even by  combining the advantage  of these two  lines of approach. - 22-
CHAPTER  III 
A.  The  increase "in  oil prices \'ihich  has taken place  since October  1973  has 
made  a  large part  of Community  coal  production competitive with.other  fo~sil 
fuels.  However,  the  coal  industry is :unable  to.adapt rapidly to this neu 
situation on  account  of the  time  require'd to develop newproductive  capacit'ief 
and to recruit and train the requisite manpm-;er,  of the need for a  guaranteed 
return on  the heavy investment required,  and  of the· fact that for technical 
reasons mines  once  closed cannot be  reopened. 
Power  stations and the steel industry account for  80%  of Community  coal 
consumption in about  equal  proportions,  nine-tenths of which are  produced 
in the  Community. 
· 'rn vie\-/  of the characteristics of the steel industry in respect  of the quali  t~ 
of coal required and its relative inflexibility as regards the use  of other 
fuels,  it can be  expected that its coal  consumption will remain.relatively 
stable and that Community  coal will continue to remain in competition with  ' 
imported  coal., 
In electricity generation  conventional  pov1er  stations vlill  continue. to play 
an  important  role despite accelerated programmes  of nuclear construction, 
and the  Commission  believes that a  substantial proportion of this conven-
·tional electricity production should be  coal-fired.  Coal  consumption in 
this sector could,  therefore,  increase dynamically,  thereby offering the 
best prospect for reducing the  Community  dependence  on  o~l imports. 
B.  ·Horld energy  supply prospects and the objectives of Community  energy policy 
imply that action  should be  taken in the  folloVTing three principal fields:  . 
1)  Co:nmunitv  Coal  Production 
The  Commission  considars that between novr  and  1985,  Community  coal  pro-
. duction be  maintained at least at its present level of approximately  2~J 
metric tons.  The  following measures are required to  s~cure this objective 
and  thu's  to enable the  coal  industry to continue to play a  significant 
role in covering the  Community's  energy requ.irements: - 23-
- Rationalization of. the  coal  industry by concentrating production in 
regions ui  th high or potentially high productivity.  \ihere  production 
is maintained on  a  temporary basis for reasons of regional  or social 
policy,  the additional  costs arising therefrom  should be  borne by the 
appropriate Community,  national or regional authorities; 
Community  action to support rationalization measures  in existing mines 
and to  open up  ne\·1  production capacities,  (e.  g.  through EIB  loans;  lmv-
interest loans from  Comrnunity  resources). 
A manpower  policy which  encourages recruitment  and training of labour of 
high calibre through attractive remuneration and  secure career prospects, 
with financial  inducements towards mobility of labour; 
A price policy directed towards the attainment  of a  free market  situa-tioni 
-A financial  contribution from  the  Co~~ity designed to intensify research 
and.  development  work  tm;ards the  improv.ement  of \llorking conditions and 
the reduction of the  impact  of labour costs on  production. 
· Jn view of  ..  the inflexibility of the  coal  industry,· these measures to maintain· 
Community  coal  production at least at its present level must  be  supported 
by the follmving measures to secure outlets for the  coal  so produced: 
financial  intervention,  should the need arise,  to guarantee the 
competitiveness of consumers using Community  coal under long-term 
contracts; 
administrative and financial  action to promote  the  const1~ction of 
coal-fired poYier  stations and  the  consumption  of coal  in the electricity 
sector;  the  proposed measures  concerning the consumption  of oil in 
pm;er  stat:.~~- will  operate in the  same  directioni 
intensificatio.J  -~  research and technological. development  <Tork  on  coal 
upgrading (e.e;.  ,  sification)  to ensure  the availability of the appropriate 
technologies in the  Community  at the appropriate time; 
The  Commission  might,  moreover,  state clearly that long-term contracts 
would  be  guaranteed even in the  event  of requisitioning and  distribution 
of coal  supplies under Article 59  of the ECSC  Treaty. - 2-1  -
.2)  Imports  from  non-Me~r countries 
Since  the  potential market  for coal  in the Community  exceeds the 
production potential  ;...  taking account  of the qualities in demand  , 
an increase in imports is to be  expected insofar as the  Community· 
coal  indust~r could not  or would  not  supply the quantities in question 
. under  comparable  conditions  and  insofar as these  new  imports meet 
the  long-term  safety criteria,  Hith these aims  in vieN,  the  con-
elusion of  l.on{;"-term  contracts and  the participation by Comraunity 
industr~ in joint-venture mining operations in non-Member  countries, 
for  example,  should be  encouraged, 
The  Community  market  should therefore be  opened .to  imports where  they 
are necessary  and desirable without,  hovmver,  permitting such an  opening 
to compromise  the result of measures  taken to maintain internal pro-
duct  ion.  Tnc  Commission  considers that a  true  joint trade policy for• 
coal  should gradually be  implemented under which  imports  from  non-Member 
countries  should be  able to develop freely,  \vhile  being subject to a 
certain degree  of monitoring. 
3)  Stockpiling 
Furthermore,  the  Commission  proposes a  policy of  coal  stockpiling,  t~1e 
aims  of which  ~10uld be to stabilise Community  production in the face  of 
'cyclicaLvariations in demand  and  the  creation of substantial  stocks in 
producers  1  and major  consumers'  hands,  to be available  in ·[;he  event  of an 
interruption of coal  supplies  or,  to  some  extent,  of supplies of other 
forms  of energy. 
* 
* 
'l'he  Commission Hill  shortly for1-1ard  to the  Council  a  more  detailed 
communication  on  coal  problems  and  the  Hays  and means  by VJhich  it 
proposes to  solve them. - 25-
CHAPTER  IV  - OIL 
Several  factors  must  be  taken.into account in giving the oil policy of the 
Commun~ty its new  orientation: 
(i) ·Oil  will  for  a  long  time  yet  continue  to  be a basic  element in the 
supply pattern.  l!;ven  if all the prerequisite conditions  existed to 
make  it possible  to achieve  in  19~5 the  aim  of holding consumption 
at  a  level barely above  that of 1973. (655  HT  against 617  HT),  demand 
will continue  to  grow  appreciably during  the  period of time  required 
to  develop  the  replacement  energy  sources, ·and before  the  effect of 
·such substitution measures  has  come 'to play'•a decisive role.  In  any 
case,  with a  s~ar.e in the Community  total energy  supplies  of 41%  by 
1985  (against  61%  in 197)),  oil will still constitute the main  source 
of  energy  for  the Community. 
(ii)  The  producing  countries will progressively increase their ·control over 
production.  An  increasing proportion of world supplies now  comes 
under  the  control  of governments  or  public  bodies,  whose  behaviour 
is primarily dictated  by  the  requirements of economic  development  or 
by political choices. 
(iii)  New  deposits ofoi1 will  come  into production,  in particular in the 
Community  or in contiguous  regions (e.g.  the  North Sea), .thus reducing 
the relative share  of  the  traditional suppliers. 
(iv) The  part  played by  the multinational oil companies  is tending to 
undergo  change,  and is subject  to  a  number  of uncertainties.  These 
undertakings will  have  to  adapt  to  the  new  market  structures which 
are  beginning  to  develop.  The  companies  will  continue  to  have  important 
specific  functions,  within  a  framework  of  e'quitable  competition,  side 
by  side  with other kinds  of operator- independ~nt operators,  national 
undertakings set up  by  oil-producing countries or  by  consumer 
countries  - whose  influence  may  increase. 
·(v)  The  oil requirements  of other  consumer  countries will  exert  a  growing 
effect on  the  world market;  this·is true  both of  the industrialized 
countries  and  those  for  whom  energy is an  indispensable  factor  for 
their development. - 26-
The  Community  must  therefore  arm  itself with a  supply policy which  combines 
these various  element:::;,  with the  aim  of achieving stability and security of 
supplies,  in the most  favourable  economic  cond~tions possible. 
This policy  must  be  based  on  the  fo~lowing principles: 
(a)  the Community  market is a  component  of the  world oil market;  relations 
with the producing  countries and  with the other consumer  countries is 
therefore  an essential  aspect  of its oil nolicy; 
(b)  by  reason of  the unity conferred upon ;it by·  the 'fre7 circulation 
provided for  in the  Treaty,  the  Community  market  must  continue  to  be  an 
attractive field of activity for  the  operators; 
(c) .the market  must  be  characterized by  a  spirit  of'~quitable competition 
which will  allow the  consumers  to  enjoy  the  most  favourable  long-term 
supply conditions,  and  permit  the  opera  tors  to. dev.elop  their acti  viti  es 
·on the market  with the  maximum  degree of flexibility compatible with 
··the  general  interest; 
(d)  the  market  must  exhibit  the requisite  transparency to  enable  the national 
and Community  authorities to satisfy themselves that it functions in 
accordance with the  foregoing principles and  with the  more  general  aims 
of the  energy policy. 
To  put  such a  policy into practice,  the Community  must  have  at its disposal 
information permitting them  to discern market  trends; it must,  where  necessary, 
be able to negotiate  on  the  terms  of these trends  with  the producing countries, 
to work  together with other consumer  countries  and to hold a  dialogue with the 
oil industry; finally,  it must  have  available to it·the necessary means  for 
action. 
The  totality of these  instruments will need to be  applied in as  pragmatic and 
flexible a.manner as  is possible and,  as need may  dictate,  at the Community 
level or by the  co-ordination of national actions.  Some  of these  instruments have 
already been adopted.  Othe~~roposals are  on the  Council's table,  or are attached 
to this present  document;  arid  others again will be  ~ubmitted at a  later date 
by  the  Commission. - 27-
In more  precise terms,  ~ policy of oil supply  for  the Community  must  rest 
on  four pillars: 
(a)  a  joint attitude towards  oil-importing and  -exporting countries; 
(b)  the development  of secure  resources; 
(c)  a  Community.  system making it possible  to  take appropriate measures  to 
deal with supply difficulties; 
(d)  the organization of.tne proper functioning of the market  at Community  level. 
1.  Relations with the producer  and  consumer  countries. 
The  necessity of cooperation with  the  consumer  and  the producer  countries 
flows  from  the.  world  approach  to  the oil problem,  as sketched out above. 
(a)  As  far as  the pro.ducer  countries are  concerned,  the Commission's  ideas 
on  the  development  of these relations were  submitted to  the  Council  in. 
January 1974:  the Commission considers  that these proposals should be 
thoroughly  studied by  the Council  as  expeditiously as possible. 
Until  the  Council  has  handed  down  a  decision,  the  agreements· which might 
be  concluded  by  certain Member  States with the  oil-producing countries 
should at the least be  subject  to previous  consultation at Community 
level,  as the  Commission  has  suggested.  This  would  allow it to be  determined how 
these agreements  could contribute to achieving a  common  trade policy in the oil 
sector as  well,  and to achieving stability and security of.supply. 
(b)  As  regards  co-operation with the  consuming countries,  especially within such 
international organisations  as  the  OECD,  it is equally necessary to apply fully the 
provisions of the Treaty,  whether concerning the negotiation and  adoption of 
eventual  agreements,  or the  implementation of  common  actions by member  states,  duly 
co-ordinated on  the basis of propositions which  the  Commission  will submit  to  th~. 
Council to this effect.  Similarly if the. Community  were  to speak with a  single 
voice as  a  rule  in these bodies,  all this would  ensure that an indispensable 
European  identity would  be  provided for. 
2.·The development  of secure resources 
A special effort must  be made  to encourage  prospecting for and production of oil in 
new  areas.  The  brunt  of the financial effort will have  to be borne by the oil 
industry; however,  in certain cases the active participation - 28-
of, or  an  information operation by,  the  Community  wil~ be  necessary,  either 
as an  encouragement,  or  to  coordinate activities which,  if uncoordinated, 
would  be likely to lose their effectiveness. 
(a)  The  "Community  projects" 
Twenty-five million u.a.  have  been allott:ed annually under  thi·k  head in 
the Community  budget  between 1974  and  1976.  In view  of the interest 
shown  in this kind  of  backing  - an  interest  which  has  found  expression 
in the  forwarding  of many  projects to  the  Commission  - this allocation 
may  well  need  to  be  increased in future. 
(b)  Extension of the  "Community  projectsH. concept 
Community  support is at present limited to  technological  development  in 
the  hydrocarbons  sector,  but  could  be  extended to prospecting,  storage 
and  transport operations in this sector. 
While  not  necessarily calling for substantial  funding,  this extension 
would  give  a  "Community  incentive"  to  the  forging  of links between 
companies  contributing to  the  Community's  supplies. 
(c)  Information regarding prospecting  for  and production of ·hydrocarbons. 
The  Member  States and  the  Commission  shouid consult regularly on the 
situation in respect  of prospection  for  and  exploitation of secure sources 
of hydrocarbons.  To  this  end,  there  should be  an  exchange  of information 
(the detailed machinery  for  this  to  be  settled later)  regarding  the  effort~ 
made  and results obtained in prospecting f,or  hydrocarbons,  and  on  the 
potential for prospection and  production  on  Community  territory. 
).  Measures  to  be  taken to  deal  with supply  diffitultie~ 
The  measures  required to  deal  with  supply  difficulties have a twofold 
purpose  Jf maintaining free  circula~ion within the  Community  and of moderating the 
effects of a  shortfall  in supplies. - 29-
Certain Community  provisions in this field exist already: 
l  Council Directives Nos  68/~14/EEC of 20 January 1968  and  74/~25/~C of 
19 January 197L2  impose  on  the  Member  States the obligation to  maintain 
a  minimum  level of stocks;  Directive  No  7:5/238/EEC-'  covers  the measures 
intended to  cushion the  effects of  supply difficulties.  Recent  events 
have  demonstrated  the necessity of these provisions,  as well  as the need 
to  ..  supplement  them  by  other measures  suited to  the particular circumstances. 
It is consequently necessary  to create  a  framework  which will make  it 
.possible to  establish,  in the  event  of supply difficulties: 
(i)  an  information and  monitoring  system  covering movements  of  crude 
oil and petroleum products within the Community; 
(ii)  a  rapid information system,  within  the  framework  of existing or 
proposed machinery 4tegulations 1025. 2603, 1055  arr~ their supplements, an:inports 
and  exports;  this system  would,  if required,  allow of taking such 
rapid  commercial-policy measures  as might  become  necessary; 
(i.ii)  a  range  of measures  to  redt•.ce  consumption,  harmonized and balanced 
in accordance  with the  structures specific  to  each Member  States, 
and  not  of a  nature  to prejudice  free  circulation; 
(iv)  a  Community  system  for  the allocation of available supplies; 
(v)  coordinated action in respect  of  p~ices; 
The  national  or Community  measures  required  would  in essence  be 
administered at Member  State level,  but with the  closest concertation 
possible,  and  C:ov.·f-~,..,""'~ to overall policy guidelines established at the 
Community  level  on  the basis  of Commission  proposals.  They  must  be  capable  of 
rapid implementation with  a  maximum  of flexibility,  taking account  of decisions 
taken at the  level of the  OECD. 
lOJ  No  1  )08,  23  December  1968. 
20J  No  1  291,  28  December  1972. 
j OJ  No  1  228,  16  August  1973. - 30-
4.  The  organization at Community  level  of the proper functioning of the market 
Being  - like the  free  circulation of  goods  - the  indispensab,le prerequisite 
for  a.Community  oil supply policy,  the  organization at Community  level 
of  a  smoothly-functioning market  must  be  based  on  an adequate,  joint 
supply of information,  on  a  wide-ranging and  flexible  system  of 
concertation,  and  - where  necessary  - on  the  possession of means  of action. 
A.  An  adequate,  joint supply  of information 
Thesupply of information is essential to  achieve  transparency.  Horeover, 
it must  be  acquired in a  manner  such as  to  ensure  a  suf~icient degree  o·f 
standardization.  On  the other  hand,  the  collecting of the  information 
must  be  kept .flexible:  according to circumstances,  national or overall 
figures  may  be  sufficient,  or it may  happen  that data coming directly 
from  the undertakings  are passed on  via the.Member States, 
being  handled with appropriate confidentiality. 
As  a  first step at least,  it would  appear  to  be  adequate if this joint, 
homogeneous  information covers  imports  and  exports,  investments,  and  the 
cost and price of petroleum products. 
(1)  Imports  and  exports  of  hydrocarbons 
Council  Regulation 1055  adopted in May  i972 allows  of a  sound  quantitative 
picture of both the actual  and  estimated  imports  of crude oil into the 
Community. 
Ho\vever,  Regulation 1055 must  be  extended  to  cover petroleum products, . to 
·obtain an idea of the  trends  on  the oil market  and in particular of the 
creation of major refining capacities outside the  consumer  countries.  The 
Commission  submitted an  appropriate proposal ·to  the Council  on  j  August 1973: 
the Commission's  view is that this proposal  should  be  adopted as early as 
possible. 
Simi·larly,  for  reasons  of homogeneity  and particularly in view of the 
prospects of production on Community  territory, it is necessary  to  know 
the actual  and  estimated exports  from  the Community  to non-member  countries. 
A proposal  in this sense,  additionally covering natural gas,  was  put  to 
the Council  in August  197>;  a  reminder  was  given· in January  l97lf·  Here 
again,  the Commission  considers  that  the Council  should approve  this text 
as soon  as possible. ·,. 
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(2)  Investments 
·rt is equally indispensable  to  have  a  good  knowledge  of  the circumstances 
governing  the  execution and  planning of 'investment projects in the oil 
sector within  the  Community.  This  the  Council  recognized by its approval 
.  -~  .  . 
of Regulation 1056  in May  197.2..  The  Commission  does  not  consider that 
the present situation calls for  the provisions of  .that Regulation to be 
strengthened. 
(3)  Cost  and price of oil products 
This is a  .vital problem,  which  has  increased in importance  in recent 
months;  it arises,  in respect of price  and  cost  formation,  both before 
.the products  enter the  Community  and  within the Community  itself. 
Consequently,  the  Commission  holds  the  view  that  the  Community'should 
have  available  detailed,  regular information .to  a  standardized pattern,· 
sho\'ling  the various price and  cost  elements  (fob  and  cif)  for  crude oil 
and oil products  imported  into  the  Community~  It might  then be possible 
to envisage  that,  starting from  this basic information,  there  would  be 
fixed  - quarterly,  for  the  Comm~nity and/or  for  each Hember  State 
- an  indicator expressing  the  average level .of  the  ~ost of supplies. 
Similarly,  the Commission  considers  that the Community  should  have  a 
detailed analysis  of  the  costs  of refining and  distribution operations in 
each Member  State. 
All· this would  improve  the  transparency of the  costs  and prices for 
petroleum products.  The  Commission  has  already carried out studies in 
this field.  Before placing a  formal  proposal  before  the Council,  the 
Commission  wishes  to  exa~uine  the matter in  gr~a~er detail in the Energy 
Committee,  possibly with the  assistance  of  indep~ndent experts or.· 
representatives of the  industry,  to  determine  the  technical means  of 
~taining the desired cost and price  transparency. 
B.  A wide-ranging  and  flexible  system of concertation 
The  Community  must  obtain its oil supplies under  conditions  which are  in 
the interest of the  consumer  and  which respect  the  rules  for  the  free 
circulation of  goods  and  services laid down  in the  Treaty of Rome. 
This is the  fundamental  responsibility of the  Community  and  national 
authorities;  this responsibility is, it ·is  true,  carried out  by  means  of 
the  decisions  taken  by  the Council  of the Communi ties and  by  the  Hembel' - 32-
States,  but  also  by  means  of  continuous  concertation,  as  exemplified  by 
the  Committee  of Energy. 
It  is  also  the responsibility of  the  companies  which  supply  the  Community. 
'As  the  Commission  has  repeatedly declared,  it is consequently  appropriate 
to associate  the  directors of these  companies  with  the  deliberations of 
'the public authorities,  by  means  of concertation.  The  purpose is,  by 
initiating a  dialogue  which  will provide  the  conditions  for  the  smooth 
evolution of the  views  of all parties concerned,  to preserve  - and  to bring 
into play gradually  - a  pattern of behaviour which,  while  respecting the 
Treaty rules,  takes  due  account  of  the  public  interest and  the legitimate 
aims  of the  industry. 
It would  seem  that,  to  ensure  that  this concerta.tion fully meets  expectations, 
the fields covered should not  be  restricted initially,  and  that  the  system 
should  be  kept  extremely  flexible. 
The  Commission  does  not  therefore propose  to  surround  the  system of." 
concertation  \'li:tb.  a  rl.gid legal  framework  - at least in the first stage  - since 
this  syt.em  must  be  characterized by  a  state of mind  such that  a  genuine 
Community  oil policy canrevelop,  gradually  and in a  pragmatic  manner.  The 
only  remark  the Commission  wishes  to  add  - and  this does  not  exclude  other, 
.complementary  arrangements  - is that  the  concertation in view  should take  .. 
'place in the Energy  Committee. 
This  concertation procedure  could  cover  the  following  main points: 
(1)  In respect  of  supplies 
- the  annual  forecasts  of imports  (Regulation 1055)  and their progressi.v:e 
fulfilment; 
·~·the five-year  importing plans  (own  resources- long-term supply  contracts), 
or the  supply prospects in general; 
- the  financial  terms  of supply; 
the  manner  in which undertakings propose  to  deal with possible  r.eductions 
in or interruptions of supplies; 
- all means  of increasing the  security of  suppli~s. 
(2)  In respect  of activities in  the  Community  market 
- the  investment  foreca.sts  and  their progressive  fulfilment  (Regulation 1056); 
- the pattern .of  distribution over  the  various undertakings  of the  available 
quantities of  crude  oil and  oil products; - 33-
- the  technical  and  financial potential of the  undertakings  and  the 
essential  elements of their administration; 
- all methods  capable of improving  equitable  competition. 
C.  The  means  of action 
In respect of oil,  the  Commission  has  no  intention of creating an 
unnecessary proliferation of  means  of action.  To  do  so  might  carry the 
risk of making  what is essentially a  mobile  situation much  too rigid,  of 
depriving the  economic  operators of the Communiti·of part of their 
initiative and  capacity  for  adaptation,  and  of establishing centralized 
machinery  which  would  perhaps  be  irreconcilable with the  aims  of modern 
economic  management. 
Nevertheless,  a  Community  oil policy will require  the  support of a  certain 
number  of  means  of action. 
(1)  As  regards  compliance  with  the rules of  the  Treaty  and  Community 
provisions in all matters relating  to  competition and,  in particular, 
the  problems  entailed by  industrial concentration. 
(2)  As  regards  commercial  policy 
A common  commercial  policy is an obligation laid down  in the Treaty of 
Rome.  The  Commissi~n proposes  that  imports  and  exports  of hydrocarbons be  covered 
by permanent  surveillance arrangements  (all licences granted),  based.on 
regulations  1025  and  2603,  to  ensure  rapid information flow.  Moreover this 
system would  permit,  in periods of tension or crisis,  the  implementation of 
safeguarding measures  decided upon by Community  procedures. 
(3)  As  regards  the nrice  of petroleum products 
One  of  the  major  difficulties affecting·the proper  functioning of the 
market  and,  in particular,  the  free  movement  of  goods  is not  so  much  the 
differences between  the price structures applied by  each Member  State 
·as the  differences  between  the  levemof these prices. - 34-
For  this reason  the Commission believes that the  objective  to  be  pursued 
in this connection is a  greater degree  of uniformity  (which does  not 
imply  standard prices)  in these price levels rather than in the price 
structures.  This objective can only be  attained by  successive stages 
and  to  a  reasonable  timetable.  Consequently,  the first step would  be  to 
encourage  consultations between  the Member  States and  the Commission 
before  any  fresh decision is taken  to alter prices;  the  second step would 
be  to  attempt  to  harmonize  progressively the criteria underlying  the price 
structures applied to  determine  the level of prices;  the final step would 
be  to set up  a  Community  system  based  on  transparency  and  publ.ica,.tion of 
prices. 
The  Commission  holds  that  the  undertakings  should be  allowed  to fix their 
prices freely  under  these arrangements.  The  national and  Community 
authorities would  be  empowered  to  intervene only in the  event  of market 
pressures which might  result in movements  of a.· speculative nature or if 
the policy pursued is likely to  compromise  certain of the  Community's 
energy  policy objectives. 
This  Community  price system based  on  a  detailed  kno~ledge of the  cost 
and price  elements provided by  the  information network suggested by  the 
Commission  (see  4 A.j)  would  oblige  the undertakings to publish schedules 
of selling prices  for  each of the  major petroleum'products and  for  the 
major  centres of consumption. 
In  this respect too,  the  Commission believes that  the  technicai details 
of such a  system \'lill  require  a  consi,derable  amount  of reflection to make 
it equitable,  simple  and practl.cable.  As  for  the cost  and price elements 
in respect  of petroleum products,  the Commission is waiting f?r the 
opinion of  the  Committee  on Bnergy  and  that of qualified experts,  before 
making  any  proposals  to  the Council. - 35-
Chanter  V.  Nat.ur,l!:_l  gas 
Natural  gas  accounted for  13~~ of the  Comr.lUnity's  energy supplies  in 1973  and  c9uld 
.be  covering almost  a  quarter of its energy requirements  in 1985. 
This  doubling  of the share  taken by natural gas  in relative terms,  should itself 
be based on  the  approximate doubling of present  Community  output  and  on  recourse 
to sources  of  imports  compatible with  the  aims  of security of supplies.  Such  an 
objective is ambitious but not unreasonable.  Generally speaking,  it assumes  that 
the problems  on  natural gas  - whatever may  be its specific nature - should be 
approached with the same  thinking as  the oil problem. 
In the  immediate future three  aspect  require a  Community  policy: 
the  gro1-1th  in available supplies  of natural gas; 
the strengthening and  increased  integration of the transport and storage 
systems; 
the  optimum ·economic  use  of natural gas. 
A.  'l'o  increase  the available supplies  of natural ias it will be necessary: 
a)  to  intensify natural-gas prospecting in the  Community. 
Th.is  implies: 
the provision of precise  information presented in a.  standard pattern to 
the public authorities regarding reserves  of gas  existing in the  Commun1ty 
and the prospects  of working and developing them; 
the possibility of taking measures  (administrative and/or fiscal) to 
encourage prospecting for neh'  deposits, ·and.of grr,nting financial aid 
e.g.  by means  of  the"Cormnunity projects" s;ystem,  to overcome  the 
essentially technical problems arising in connection \·lith production 
and  tra.nsport  or  to assist the  execution·of major projects  in the field 
of international or intercontinental transport; 
b) to encouraee  the  conclusion of new  contracts  or the  extension  of  existin~ 
c0ntracts  for the  import  ·::>f  natural  cas  Hi th Third  Cm.ntric>.s 1  even~~u~lly 
through the  C0:1clu3i0.'1  of  C:>!J1!'11.Jnity  ac;reem~nts for trade  coopera-l;ion. - 36-
Even if such  imports  entail a  des-ree  of dependence  on  outside sources  of 
supply,  they may  nevertheless be more  secure than oil imports,  in that 
they further diversify the  origin of supplies and their conditions  of supply 
offer particular safeguards. 
B.  The  enlarg,ep1ent  and  i~tcr:ration of the  transuort and  stora.<;e  svstem will 
make  it possible  to  increase safety in transport natural gas,  to achieve  a 
better covera.ge  of the  seasonal ve.riations  in the  increasing demand  in the 
various  regions  supplied a.nd  to  incree..se  the security of supply as  a  protection 
against the  interruption of deliveries for  tec~~ical or political reasons.  To 
this end,  a  Community  re{~lation governinrr the  r,as  pipelines could  improve  the 
economic  conditions  of the  transport system,  but  the need to  increase considerably 
investment  in transport and  storage facilities ;.:ill require special attention. 
C.  The  optimum  econom~se of natural  "?·S  calls for  a  certain degree  of regulation 
to its use;  the mechanism  of the normal market  forces  is not,  by itself;  adequate 
for the purpose. 
To  this  end,  the use  of natural gas  in nevJ  thermal power stations should be ma.de 
subject to ~rrangements requiring prior authorization .in order to keep  fuel  for 
applications ;,;here  it is used to better advantage.  LikeNisc ·its consumption 
i.n  existing stations should be  proc-rcssi.vely .reduced.  Finally it v:ill be necessary 
to promote  the  general  introduction of contracts '"hich  cr1n  be  interrupted in 
respect  of large  industrial  consumers  tvishing to run  on natural gas. 
Finally,  a  harmonized policy of prices and price scales at  Community  level,  of 
a  sufficient degree  of "transparency",  shou:id  serve  to ensure  tha:t natural  gas 
is utilized in  conformity \-lith  the  aims  of the Com!llunity  energy policy. 
Such  a  policy,  necessary in the  medium  and the  long term,  \·JOuld  moreover prepa.re 
for the  long-term  enere-y supply structure:  the  creation of an appropriate 
infrastructure Nhich 1  by makinc the best of gas  resources,  encouraees the 
eventual  introduction of s;ynthetic  "natural"  c;as  and  hydrogen  into the  Communit;•r's 
energy balance. - 37-
Chapt_e_r  __ VI  - Condusions 
'1\m  fundamental  problems are posed when  following the guidelines  nmV"  established for 
each  enerr;y  source,  tmder the umbrella  of the  supply  objective~ set out  in Chapter  I: 
that of having available appropriate policy instruments,  and that of establishing 
relationships between prices  :i.n  conformity with these  guidelines. 
A.  ImulementinP.; the objectives 
1.  To  fix ambitious  objectives  for  the  energy supply of the  Community such as 
have been  outlined above for the period up  to 1985  and beyond,  requires -that 
the action be taken,  as  was  set  out  in detail for each  energy s·ource above. 
Generally speaking,  moreover,  the  Comm_unity  cannot  seriously expect  to 
achieve  such objectives if it does  not. possess  instruments  of persuasion 
or support  operating at a  Community  level,  and follovring an overall  st:ra~egy. 
The  development  of the existing energy sources ·,and  the  introduction of nevi 
sources,  to the  extent  that  they reinforce  the security of supply, will  .. · 
require  considerable efforts.  In certain fields  1  in which the  whole·· of the 
Community has an  interest,  the scale of the operation or the risks  involved 
could require  Community  intervention which  follm·iing a  consistent policy, 
would  thus be much  more  effective than scattered individual  interventions. 
2.  This  approach to a  strat.ee-Y  implies  a  necessity for action throughout  the 
energy sector.  Such action could for  example  involve,  the-prospecting for, 
the  exploitation of  <<-ncl.  marketing of nm•  resources  located  inside  or outside. 
the  Community,  the participation of  Community firms  in  joint ventures,  the 
developl!lent  of the necessary infrastructure  (transport,  stocking facilities), 
and research and  development,  either into nm·r  rtays  of producin·c; enerc;y ·or. the 
more  effective use of energy,  in the  context  of the neecl to protect the 
environment.  There  must  be no  over  la.ppj_ng  rrith action arising either from 
Community  law,  or the  implementation of other common  policies. - 38-
,, 
. 3.  The  requisite support.  t011ards  achieving all these tasks  could be assigned 
''. 
to a  Corrmunity  agency having a  legal persi:mn.lity and financial  auton·omy. 
This  organisation '-rould  operate within the  fram~work of the  policie~ defined 
by the  Cor.ununity  institutions,  vJith  the necessary financial  means.  It '1-Tould 
be under the  control of the  Commission and  '~>IOUld be assisted by a  consultative 
committee  composed  of the  representatives of the  ~ember States  and  the 
interested parties  (industry,  workers,  users  ::-.nd  con8urners). 
Even  if the risk is minimal,  reoccurcnce  of divergent,  disorganised price 
movements  arising from  iP.stability of the market,  .cannot be  tolerated.  They 
•.  could hinder the implementation of the  objectives  of the  energy policy or 
compromise  economic viability of considerable investments made  to achieve the 
objectives;  they might  even exert  these  two  effects simultaneously.  Another 
possible consequence,  which  the  Corr~11unity cannot  all01~ would  be  the appearance 
of more  or less rigid barriers betvJeen the markets  of the different Member 
States. 
It is therefore necessary to initiate a  searching and systematic  Community  study 
to find  joint approaches to the  question of  enereY prices  in general,  on the 
'relationships behreen  thr:>  prices for different types  of enerG;Y,  ana.,  of course, 
on the role and the use  of taxation policy in the energy field.  This  problem 
is fundamental:  it repreE"ents  one  of the  pivotal  issues for a  Community 
plan for  energy supply. - 39-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNOIL  DIR~CTIVE 
on limiting the use  of naturel gas  in 
po\<ter  stations 
(presented by  th~ Commission  to  the Council) 
Jil'lliEX  I 
========== - ~0-
EXPLANATORY  MEHORANDUM 
1. The  use  of natural gas  in power  stations in the  Community  began 
when  larg~ deposits of natural  gas  were'discovered in Europe. 
2.  The  consumption  of natural gas  by  power  stations is only  justified 
when  fer  economic  and  technical reasons it cann'ot  be  used  more  pro-
fitably  else\'lhere,  or  \'then  there is a  grave  supply crisis in other 
fuels ·which requires it. 
3~  A ramified  network  for  the  transport  and  distribution of natural 
gas  has  now  been  constructed in the  Member  States·of the  Community 
and will  be  further  developed in the  future. 
4.  The  technical and  economic  advantages  and  the  cleanness  of  naturc-.1 
gas  have  resulted over  recent  years in a  constant  increase in demand.· 
The  buyers'  market  has  become  a  sellers'  market,  and  demand  now 
exceeds  supply capacity. 
5.  In the short and  medium  t.sr:t,  limitation of the  consumption  of natural 
gas  in  power  stations can  make  additional gas available  to satisfy 
the  excess  demand  elsewhere. 
6.  The  natural gas  thus  made  available  can  be  u,sed  in technically and 
economicully  bett~l'  v~.:;a in industry and  in the  h~nle  ( 11premiul!l  market11 )  .·t) 
(*)  The  11premium  market"  in that  which  provides for  the  optimum  use of. 
natural gas  for certain  consumers,  either because it is virtually 
irreplacable  by  other  fuels  (  for  example,  in the glass  industry) 
or  because it is more  convenient  than other fuels  (domestic uses). - 41-
7•  Frequently  and in particular in multi-fuel  power  stations,  natur:1l 
gas  can  be  replaced  by  other fuels  without  any large-scale  ch~n30s 
being needed. 
8. For these reasons,  new  contncts  for  the  supply of natural gas  to 
power  st~tions must  receive prior authorization  by  thb  Member 
States,  which  can  than  influence  the  award. of contracts  in such  a 
way  as  to  ensur.e  that this source  of  anergy is put  to  the  most 
profitable use. 
~.  As  regards  contracts for  the supply  of  natural gas  uhich  have  al-
ready  been  concluded with power  stations,  the Member  States should 
encourage  the  power  station operators to replace natural  gas,  where. 
,ossible,  by  other  sources  of  energy so  that natural gas  can  be  put 
to better uses  elsewhere.  This  does  not  exclude  that  these  power 
stations should remain at least bivalent,  so  that natural  gas  can 
be  used if there  should  be  a  grave  supply crisis in other fuels. 
10.  The  Member  States shall supply the· Comcissio·n  with the necessary 
information  on  the  application of  this Directiye so  that  the  Coc-
mission  can,  if necessary,  take steps  to  harmonize  the  authorizc-
tion procedure  in all the  Member  states. - 42-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
ON  l,IHITING  THE  USE  OF  NATURAL  GAS  IN  POWER  STATIONS 
THE  COUNCIL.OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COHHUNITIES, 
Having  regard to  the Treaty  estnb~ishing the EurQ,ean Econocic  Com-
munity,  and  in particular Article  ~03 (4)  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission; 
Having  regard to the Opinion of  the European  Par~iament; 
Having regard to  the  Opinion of  the  Economic  and Social  Committee; 
Whereas  the  establishment of  a  Community  energy policy is one  of' the 
objectives  which  the  Communities  have  set themselvesj 
Whereas  the  Community 1s  security of  energy supplies requires  the 
development  of all itB sources  o!  energy; 
Whereas  natural gas  is one  of  these  Community  sources  of  energy; 
whereas  it·.u. quantity is limited 
Whereas  natural  gas  should  be  reserved in the first instance for 
those applications for  which it can  be  most  profitably used; 
Whereas  natural gas  has  great advantages  for certain specific uses; - 43-
· 'tlhere.:\s,  consequently  1  n.:1turnl  g:~.s  should  be  transformed into  ..  ~>lec­
trico.l energy only  where it cannot  be used for. other  purposes,  uterc 
.  ~~- ' 
tbere is a  technical or  economic  necessityi 
Whe~eas the  main  economic  and  technical reasons !or the use of natur~l 
gas  in power  stations o.re  the  following 
-·the quantities of  nntural ges  available  cannot !or the moment  be 
disposed of in any  other  way  owing  to the  ab9enee  of  a  suit~ble 
transport  and distribution networki 
- the  quantities of natural  g.:l.s  avail.able  cannot  be  disposed  of on 
the  "premium market"  with the necessary regularity on account  of 
seasonal variations in sales  which  necess1t~tQ  the  conclusion of 
interruptible contracts; 
- the  available menns  of transport cannot  be  exclusively used  fo~ 
supplying  the "frelllium  market11  \-lhile  a  natural gas distribution 
network is being constructed; 
- as no  other fuels  are available. 
Whereas  special problems  concerning the protection· ·of  the environment  can 
likewise necessitate,  in certain cases,  the use  of natural  gas  in power 
stations; 
Whereas it is advisable  to  this  end  to make  the conclusion of  co!:t.:;:~.cts 
for the supply of natural  gas to  power  stations subject to  govcrn~ent 
authorisationj 
Where.:l.S  it is necessary,  in the  interests o.r  the best  nlloc~tion of 
resources  and  the security or supplies to  prevent  the use of nc.turr.,l 
gas  becoming  the subject of  differing  ~rovi~ions in the  var;.ous 
·Member  States  i  ·  , 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE - 44-
Article 1 
The  eonclusion of  new  eontrncts  and  the  extension of  existing con-
tracts for  the  supply of natural gas  to  power stations must  we  made 
subject to  prior authorization  by  the  nuthorities  of  the  Mqmber· 
Stntes responsible  for  these  power  stations. 
This  authorization may  only  u~  ~Jv~u iur contracts  which are inter-
ruptible  and  \'/here  the  follo'rdng  conditions  apply  : 
the use  of natural gas  in power  stations is necessary !or economic 
technic~l reasons; 
- the natural gas  cannot  be put  to  a  more  profitable usa• 
special  reasons for the  protection of the  environment require its use. 
Article 2 
Where  existing contraets  for  the  supply of natural  gas  do  not fulfil 
the  conditions of Article 1  (2),  Member  Stntes,shall encourage  the 
cancellation of  such contracts  by  mutual  agreement  be~een the  con-
tracting parties. 
Article. 3 
Any  authorization granted  by a  Member  State  pur~unnt to Article l 
and  any  .neasure  taken  pursu[.l.n t  to Article 2  sh?:ll  be notified to  tr.:; 
Commission  accompanied  by  a  detailed s:tatement  of the reasons'justi-
fying  the  action taken. 
Article 4 
.Member  States shall put  into force,  not later than  31  December  19?4, 
the lm.-s,  regulations  and  administre.tive  provision.s  needed in order 
to  comply  with this Directive. 
Article 5 
This Directive is eddrcssed  to  the  Member  States. - 45-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
CONCERNING  THE  RESTRICTION  OF  THE  USE  OF  PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS  IN  PCI:IER  STATIONS 
(presented  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council) 
~NNEX II - 46-
EXPLANATORY  MEMORl'.NDUM 
The  part of electrical energy produced  in the  Community  countries from 
petroleum products  rose  from  near  10%  in 1962 to about  32%  in 1972.  In 
this same  year several countries depended  on  liquid fuels for more  than 
half of their electricity production.  The  supply of electricity for most 
of the  Member  countries depends,  therefore,  for an increasing part  on  the 
availability of petroleum products. 
As  the  increase  in the security of supply is a  priority objective of the 
Community  energy policy,  appropriate  measures  mu~t.be taken to arrest and 
to reverse this development. 
Nuclear energy  can now  ensure  in base  load and mid-merit  power  stations the 
production of electricity under favourable  economic  conditions as·well as 
the security of supply.  For. povser  stations with a  lower  annual utilization 
.factor,  hard  coal could provide  an  important  contribution.  For many  of.the 
new  power  stations  it will therefore be  possible,  by the use of nuclear 
energy and  hard coal,  to avoid the use  of petroleum products.  In order to 
strengthen the  security of supply the  maximum  use of these  two  sources of 
energy  should  be  made. 
Thus,  the  attached proposal for a  directive provides for consent  by the 
authorities of the  Member  States prior to the  construction of nevs  power 
stations which are  intended to burn  liquid fuels.  As  a  rule,  such authoriza-
tion can only be  given if the use of other fuels  cannot  be  considered for 
economic  or technical reasons. 
Thus,  the  construction of new  peak  energy power  stations burning petroleum 
products  (e.g. gas turbine  power  stations)  may  in sor  .. a  cases  be  appropriate. 
The  fuel consumption of this type  of power  station is, because  of ita low 
annual utilization factor,  relatively restricted. - 47-
Some  solid fuels,  which  arc  not easily inf:arr.mable  and  have  a  loH  heating value 
need the  addition of  liquid  (or gaseous)  fuels  to  ignite  and  maintain the 
comb1.1stion.  In  so  far as  the  energ'J  con  ~ri  bu  tion of the  oil fuels  remains 
small,  this .type  of por;er  station may  also  be  authorized • 
. Lastly,  certain refining residues that  may  not  receive a  better valorization 
·in other applications,  may  continue  to  be used as fuel in the  power  stations. 
In cases where  the  construction of an oil-fired power  station is 
indicated for technical  and  economic  reasons,  it is often possible to 
improve  the  security of fUel  supply to the power  station by· equipping 
it with dual-firing boilers,  using coal as the  substitute  fUel..  The 
authorities of member  countries will verify in each case if the  power 
station can be  made  dual-firing (oil/coal)  and  they  could possibly make 
dual-firing a  condition of authorization.· 
·The  I·Iember  States will furnish to the  Commission the necessary information 
concerning the  implementing of this directive  so  that the  Com;nission can 
possibly act  in the direction of  a  harmonization of the authorization 
procedure  in the  l·lember  States. - 48-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
CONCERNING  THE  RESTRICTION  CF  THE  USE  OF  PEI'ROLEU1<1 
PRODUCTS  IN  POHF...R  STATIONS 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COr<1MUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty instituting the European  Economic  Community, 
and  in particular Article  103,  paragraph 4 thereof. 
Having  regard to the proposal from  the Commission, 
·Having  regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having  regard to the Opinion of the Economic  and  Social Committee, 
Whereas  the  implementation of a  Community  energy policy is .one  of the 
'  objectives that  the  Communities  have  set themselves,  and  whereas it is the 
responsibility of the Commission  to  propose the  measures to this end, 
Whereas  the  security of supply is a  priority objective for the Community 
energy policy, 
W~ereas electricity is a  form  of energy vital to modern  society,  and 
t7hereas its contribution plays an  increasing part  in covering the  Community's 
total energy requirements, 
Whereas  the security of supply of electricity in the  Member  countries of 
the Community  can be  improveo  by  limiting the use  of petroleum products in 
,the power  stations, 
Whereas  electricity can be  produced  under  economic  conditions from different' 
sources of primary energy, 
Whereas  conventional  power  stations can be  equipped with multi-firing 
boilers,  using two  or more  fuels,  among  them  coal, - 49-
HAS  ADOPTED  THE  PRESENT  D1itECTIVE: 
Article  1 
The  construction. of new  power  stations uoing oil fuels as well as the  conversion 
.·  of existing power  stations for burning  such fuels  mu~t be  submitted for prior 
consent  by the authorities of the  Member  States in which the power  stations 
are  located. 
Authorization can be granted  on~ in the following cases: 
if the  po\'ler  station has  a  small  capacity and  is intended exclusively for 
the  production of peak energy; 
. 
- if the petroleum products  serve only to ignite and  maintain the  combustion 
of other products and  if their total energy contribution remains  small; 
if the fuel is a  residual product  that  m~  not  receive a  better valorization 
in other applications; 
if the use  of other fuels  cannot  be  considered for  economic  or technical 
reasons. 
Before  granting an authorization in the above  cases,  the member  countries 
will· confirm whether it is necessary or not,  for reasons of security of 
fuel  supply,  to  equip the  power  station for dual-firing,  allowing the use 
of coal  as the  substitute fuel,  The  authorities of member  countries could 
possibly make  authorization conditional upon the installation of  suqh 
eqUipment. 
Article 2 
Any  authorization granted by  a  !l!ember  State  implementing Article .1  shall b.e 
communicated  to the  Commission,  accompagnied  by a  full report of the reasons 
justifying it. -50-
Article 3 
The  Member  States shall take appropriate  measures,  by the  latest 31  December 
1974,  by way  of law,  regulation or administrative action,  in order to  comply 
with this directive and  shall inform the  Commission  thereof. 
Art~cle 4 
The  present Directive is addressed to Member  States. 
Done  ai Brussels, 
By  the  Council 
The  President -51-
ANNEX  III 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A REGULATION  (EEC)  OF  THE  COt~CIL 
CONCERNING  THE  CQ!.iMON  RULES  FOR  Trf.PORTS  .~  EXPORTS  OF  HYDROCARBONS 
(presented  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council) -52-
EXPLANATORY  J.lEMORANDtn~ 
1.  The  supplJ' policy as outlined in the document  "Towards  a  new 
strategy of energy policy" provides that forecasts  communicated by 
the undertakings  one  year in advance will be used as .a  basis for 
preparing a  supply plan for  the whole  of the  Community  in accordance 
with the objectives of energy policy. 
2.  In order to ensure that this supply plan is implemented,  the 
Commission  proposes that  crude oil and refined products be brought 
under the existing common  rules for  imports and  exports within the 
·framework  of  ~he common .commercial  policy (l)  1  subject to a  supervisory. 
system,  i.e. the automatic award  of an  import  or  export  certificate. 
3.  Information concerning imports and  exports carried out  is centralized 
at Community  level pursriant  to Regulation (EEC)  No.  1055/72  concerning 
energy policy already adopted and its proposed extension to cover  exports 
according to 'l'lhich  undertakings must  communicate  the quanti  ties actually 
imported and exported over  each period of six months.  If the  Commission 
considers that this information suffices,  it may  forgo the  information 
provided for in the Regulations governing  commercial  policy. 
·4.  The  consultations provided for  in these Regulations will take place 
in the Energy Committee  which  can assess them in the light of the 
'·objectives  of the energy policy with the assistance of experts in the field 
of commercial  policy. 
(1)  Rogulation (EEC)  No.  1025/70 of the Council  of 25  May,  1970 
establishing common  rules for  imports  from  non-member  countries 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No.  109/70 of the Council  of 19  Dece~ber.l969 
establishing common  rules for  impo~ts from  state-trading countries . 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No.  260.3/69  of the Council  of 20  December  1969 
establishing common  rules  for  exports -53-
.5•  The  safeguard measures  provided for in the abovementioned regulations 
could be applied,  where  necessary,  if the security of supplies to the Community 
were  threatened by  conditions affecting the development  of trade with the 
.non-:-member  countries. -54-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A REGULATIOn  (EEC)  OF  THE 
COUNCIL  CONC:l!."'RNING  THE  COMMON  RULES  FOR 
IMPORTS  AND  EXPORTS  OF  HYDROC~~BONS 
THE  COUUCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic  Community 
and,  in particular, Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1025/70 (l)  of the Council  of 25  ~ay, 
1970 establishing common  rules for  import.s  from  non-member  countries and, 
in particular,  Articles  2  and 7 (2)  there~f; 
Having regard to Regulation  (EEC)  no.  109/70 (2)  of the Council  of 19  Dec-
ember,  1969,  establishing common  rules for  imports from  state-trading 
countries and,  in particular Article  2 thereof; 
Having regard to Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2603/69  (3)  of the Council  of 
20th December  1969  establishing comm·on  rules for  exports and,  in particular, 
Article 10 thereof; 
Having~ regard to the proposal  from  the Commission; 
Having regard to the  Opinon  of the European Parliament; 
Whereas  the introduction of a  common  energy policy is one  of the objectives 
of the Communities, 
(1)  O.J.  No.  L 124,  8.6.1970,  p.6 
(2)  O.J.  No.  L 19,  26.1.1070,  p.l 
(3)  O.J.  No.  L 324,27.12.1969,  p.25 -55-
~ereas the system of imports and  exports  of hydrocar_bons  must  be 
harmonized  in order to implement  the  common  c~mrnercial policy and 
the  common  energy policy; 
Whereas it is appropriate that the Energy Committee.  set up  by the  Council 
~ecision of  30  January,  1974,  should carry out the  du~ies of the Advisory 
Committees  provided for in the abovementioned Regulations,  as regards 
hydrocarbons; 
Whereas it is appropriate to subject  imports and  exports  of hydrocarbons, 
because  of their  importance  in terms  of the Community's  energy supplies, 
to ·the Community  supervision in the form  of the automatic award  of import  or 
.export certificates; 
Whereas  Regulation (EEC)  No.  1055/72  of the Council  normally ensures the 
centralization of information concerning imports  of hydrocarbons in  e~ch 
six-month period and forecasts  of  imports for  the follo\-ting  year i 
Whereas  it is essential to extend the field of application of the  supervisory 
and  safeguard measures  provided for  by Regulations  (EEC)  Nos.  1025/70  1 
109/70 and  2603/69 if the security of supplies to the Community  are threatened 
by conditons affecting the development  of trade with the non-member  countries; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The  common  rules for  imports and  exports shall be applied to 
hydrocarbons  in accordance with the follo'fling procedures. -56-
Article  2 
1.  The  products listed in the Annex  to this Regulation shall be 
included in the lists in Annex  I  to Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1025/70 and 
'in the Annex  to Regulation (EEC)  No.  109/70. 
2.  The  products falling under  sub~headings 27.09 and  27.10 of the 
CCT  shall be deleted from  the list ar~exed to Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2603/69. 
Article  3 
The  Energy Committee  set up  by the Council Decision of 30  January 
1974  shall  carry out  the duties of the  Committees  provided for in  ·"the 
Regulations referred to in Article,.2 1  as regards the products listed in the 
Annex  to this Regulation. 
Article 4 
1.  Imports and  exports  of the products listed in the Annex  shall be 
subject to the Community  supervision provided for  in the Regulations referred· 
to in Article 2. 
2.  The  Commission  may  forgo  the information that the J.rember  States must 
furnish for the purposes of  Community  supervision in so far as the Commission 
considers that the inforination received from the I·1einber  States pursuant  to 
Regulation (EEC)  No.  l055/72(l) •••••••  and No ••••••••••  suffices~ 
Article 5 
The  safeguard measures  provided for by the Regulations referred tcF.  .  '  . 
in Article  2  may  also be  taken in respect  of the products listed in the Annex 
to this Regulation if they are  justified on  the grounds  of ensuring thP. 
·security of energy supplies to the Cor.munity. -57-
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on ............ 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and 
directly applicable in all Member  States. 
Done  at l3russels, ••• 
For the Council 
The  President 27.10 
27.11 
-58-
ANNEX 
Petroleum oils and oils· obtained from  bituminous 
minerals,  crude 
Petroleum oils and  oils obtained from  bituminous 
minerals,  other than crude;  prepara~ons not  elsewhere 
specified or included,  containing not  less than 7o% 
by weight  of petroleum oils or  of oils obtained  from 
bituminous minerals,  these oils being the basic 
constitutents of the preparations; 
Petroleum gases and other gaseous-hydrocarbons. -59-
Cominunication  from  the  Commission  to the  Council 
regarding 
RATIONAL  UTILISATION  OF  ENERGY 
1.  Nature  of the  Problem 
ANI'JEX  Dl 
Awareness  of the  shortage  of raw materials,  including certain 
energy resources,  and  the  often-abused utilisation thereof,  has led the 
Commission  to examine  the problem  of the Rational Utilisation of Energy 
during the  past  two  years (see  CEC  "Necessary Progress in Community 
Energy Policy of 13th October,  1972). 
By  the  term "more  rational utilisation of energy",  the  Commission 
understands the reduction of the  energy input for the  same  level  of 
output  of useful  energy.  Thus  the reduction of the utilisation of useful 
energy is not  intended;  this energy being necessary for economic  and 
social development.  On  the  contrary,  our concern is with the better ~se 
of available energy. 
The  problem  should be treated in a  pra@llatic fashion and b;)r  a  dual 
approach.  On  the  one  hand,  it concerns the increase in the specific 
efficiency of energy in the known  technologies;  improvement  of the 
procedures in use;  and modification of the  consumption  structure.  On  the 
otner hand,  the wasteful  consumption of energy should be  limited:  by a 
better control  of the  procedures of utilisation. 
New  procedures  or  structures reducing energy losses inherent in 
technologies applied at the present  time  (Camet  cycle;  Motors Otto/ 
Diesel)  should be  developed:  this is the field of Research and  Development, 
which is dealt with by the appropriate body  (CREST). 
The  problem  of the Rational Utilisation 'of Energy  insofar as it is 
defined does not  aim  at a  more  adequate  allotment  of energy resources or 
their valorisation on  the  spot,  these being outside the  economic-technolo-
gical framework  of the  increase of energy efficiency in the  consumption of 
fuels. - 60-
2.  Aims  of a  poliqz on  the Rational Utilisation of Energy 
Althou~ energy resources of mineral  origin are limited,  in their 
different ways,  their rational use is necessary,  in a  general.manner,  by 
virtue of our responsibility with regard to the  supply of raw materials 
for future  generations and  especially from  the point  of view of world 
.solidarity,  and the protection of the  environment. 
On  the other hand,  the price mechanism,  which is of particular 
importance in the  short term,  and  the  economic  and political conditions in 
this field,  are clearly insufficient,  and  even opposed to the realisation 
of such a  policy.  During a  period of low priced energy,  as in the·1960•s, 
energy consumption may  be  stimulated to the detriment  of its rational use, 
in spite of the limitation of resources.  It is not  always obvious in a 
period of high-priced energy that all consumers are able to adapt  to new 
market  conditions  (  for example,  lack of sufficient information,  rigidity 
of structures etc.) 
The  public authorities of Member  States should therefore elaborate 
and  implement  measures with a  view to attaining a  more  rational utilisation 
of energy,  whether by creating a  framework  of rules,  or  even by imposing 
technical norms.  If each Member  State (  in certain cases  even regions 
having autonomous  power  in the matter) took disparate  ~easures, their 
existence would  inevitably create separate markets and distortions which 
are contrary in principle'to the proper functioning of the  Common  Market 
and are even prejudiced against it.  Moreover,  such disparities also risk 
becoming an obstacle to the realisation·of joint action in the different 
fields  such as transport,  research,  environment,  or regional policies. 
For these reasons,  it is imperative for the pubJic authorities of the 
Member  States to  join in their efforts to reach a  harmonisation at  Community 
level whenever projected measures  could prejudice the free movement  of goods 
or the competition between enterprises in the  Common  Market.  Only in this 
way  will an effort to make  the best use of energy resources,  which are at 
the disposal  of the  Community,  really bear fruit. - 61-
Objectives of a  Rational Utilisation of Energy Policy 
The  long term objective to be  pursued by  a  Rational Utilisation 
of Energy policy is the slowing down  of the rate of growth  of demand  for 
energy resources and through that the rate of importations of these resources, 
which ovould  enable an improvement  in the security of supply of the  Community. 
This objective,  expressed in figures and related to a  determined . 
period,  would mean  a  minimum  reduction of 10%  of the expected gross demand 
. in 1985,  other things being equal.  Thus,  using an hypothesis of a  Community  . 
consumption of 2,500 million tee,  a  policy for the more  rational utilisation 
of 'energy woulQ.  enable us to satisfy,  to the same  degree,  energy demand.,  while 
saving 250  million tee approximately. 
This  saving would be the result of  joint action at Commrinity 
and national levels in respect of the rational utilisation of energy field 
··and the price mechanism.  For  example  in 1985,  the  saving would be almost 
equal to the contribution of nuclear electricity or ·Of  coal.  If the fact 
that the results would  be  obtained almost  exclusively in the final  consumption 
of energy were  taken into account,  the  energy efficiency of transformation 
.being hardly capable of improvement  in such a  short period for the reasons 
indicated in paragraph 1,  this objective is expressed by  an  economy  of  18%  to 
19%  of final  energy consumption. 
The  savings  by the year 1985  will,  however,  represent only a 
phase,  because the rational utilisation process,  once  in operation, will  show 
results on an increasing scale,  and in the last 15 years of the  ce~tury the 
savings  should be  doubled. - 62-
Instruments of a  Community  Policy 
One  may  distinguish two  types of action  : 
information,  with a  view to interesting the large mas!!!  of 
energy consumers  as well as the producers and distributors 
and to prepare and  develop  the measures of the public 
authorities;  exchange  of information between the  interested 
parties,notably between the services concerned of the public 
authorities of the  Member  States; 
direct actions of the  pub~ic authorities,  covering the forms 
of aid or of constraint  (pr~motion of  th~ application of 
volontary measures notably for existing buildings, 
special loans;  tax facilities,  creation of obligatory 
norms  etc. 
In other respects,  R.&  D.  is a  particularly important  means  of action.  Being 
covered in a  specific manner by an appropriate body  (CREST)  will not be taken 
into consideration in this document. 
The  choice between different measures depends  on  t~e following criteria. 
be: 
the importance  of the attainable economy  (reduction of losses) 
relation to its cost  (investments to be undertaken); 
the speed of the implementation of the measures;. 
the degree  of certainty as to the result; 
the nature of the method to be used (flexibility, possibility co,ntrol 
etc.) 
,, 
The  fields which a  Community  programme  should cover. first should 
domestic,  commercial  and administration sectors:  equipment  of existing 
buildings,  and construction of new  buildings to minimise heat  l'osses, 
notably by better insulation;  better .efficiency ,of appliances  (including . 
burners); heat recovery; 
industrial sector:  combustion control,  heat recovery;  recycling materials; 
steady-state processes;  life of products;  energy content of products. 
transport sector:  existing means  of  tr~nsport (cubic capacity  e~~rgy 
performance,  vaporisation control etc. ) ;  transport  structure  (among  others·, 
electric traction,  town planning); 
energy sector:  recovery of residual heat,  combined production powers; - 63-
5.  The  achievement  of  Community  Policy 
A first stage for establishing a  policy for the  rational use  of 
energy consists of  : 
- defining priorities in each  sector so  ~s to permit  an action programme 
to be  started; 
-·indicating exactly the methods  and means  of action and  the  time  scale 
within which  they should be  developed and put  into effect; 
·-calculating estimated economic balances  showing the effects of the 
proposed actions. 
The  Energy Committee,  at the  Commission's  insistence,  has set up 
a group  of national experts responsible for helping the  Commission  with 
this first stage.  1 , 
Based on  the  conclusions  of this group  of experts,  which  should be 
reacly~.for presentation by the end of July,  the  Commission  will  subsequEmtly 
formulate  it's proposals for transmission to the  Council. 